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Abstract 
Light detection is one of the crucial abilities of all animals. The light cues are important 

e.g. for maintaining of circadian rhythms, regulation of spawning cycles, changes of 
pigmentation and arguably most importantly for vision. Most animals detect light by opsins, 
members of the G protein coupled receptors superfamily. 

Amphioxus belongs to earliest branching chordate clade, cephalochordates. Thanks to 
their phylogenetic position, physiology and morphology, cephalochordates became the most 
relevant model organism for understanding the evolutionary origins of vertebrate specific 
traits. Amphioxus evince various reactions to light throughout its development. 

In the presented thesis light detecting systems of amphioxus were studied thoroughly. 
More specifically characterization of the opsin gene repertoire of two amphioxus species 
Branchiostoma floridae and Branchiostoma lanceolatum and their comparison with opsins 
from other animals is presented. In addition, remarkable similarity on the gene expression 
level between one of amphioxus visual organs, so called frontal eye, and neurons and retinal 
pigmented epithelium in vertebrate retina was shown. These data confirm the long time ago 
proposed homology between amphioxus frontal eye and vertebrate lateral eyes. 

Taken together all the presented data help with getting insights into the evolution of 
light detection in vertebrates and more broadly in putative chordate ancestor.   
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Abstrakt 
Vnímání světla je jednou ze základních vlastností živočichů. Světelné signály jsou pro ně 

důležité např. pro udržování cirkadiárních rytmů, regulaci rozmnožovacích cyklů, provedení 
změn v pigmentaci a pravděpodobně nejdůležitěji ze všeho pro vidění. Většina zvířat vnímá 
světlo za pomocí opsinů, členů proteinové superrodiny G protein spřažených receptorů. 

Kopinatec je zástupcem bezlebečných, nejbazálnějšího podkmene strunatců. Díky jejich 
fylogenetické pozici, morfologii a fyziologii se bezlebeční stali nejlépe použitelným modelovým 
organizmem pro porozumění evoluce obralovců a jejich specifických znaků. Během svého 
vývoje kopinatec vykazuje mnoho různorodých reakcí na světlo. 

Tato dizertační práce se zabývá studiem světločivných orgánů a opsinů v kopinatci. 
Do větší hloubky je zde probrán repertoár opsinových genů ve dvou druzích kopinatce, 
kopinatci floridském (Branchiostoma floridae) a kopinatci plžovitém (Branchiostoma 
lanceolatum) a jejich porovnání zejména s opsiny v obratlovcích. Dále jsou prezentována data 
ukazující pozoruhodnou podobnost na úrovni genové exprese mezi vizuálním orgánem 
kopinatce, tzv. předním okem, a neurony a pigmentovým epitelem v oku obratlovců. Tato data 
potvrzují dlouho předpokládanou homologii mezi předním okem kopinatce a okem 
obratlovců.  

Celkově předložená data napomáhají s vhledem do evoluce vnímání světla u obratlovců 
a šířeji vzato u předka všech strunatců.
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1. Preface 
Light detection is one of the crucial abilities of most organisms on earth. Light cues are 

used by animals e.g. for regulation of circadian rhythm, spawning cycles and arguably most 
importantly for vision guided behavior. 

Most animals use for light detection specially adapted neuronal cell type – 
photoreceptor cell. Photoreceptor cells usually have enlarged cell membrane with 
incorporated photosensitive pigment to achieve higher sensitivity by increasing the 
probability of catching photon. Two main photoreceptor types can be distinguished based on 
their cellular ultrastructure: ciliary photoreceptors (expanding their surface by modifying a 
cilium) and rhabdomeric photoreceptors (expanding their surface by microvilli). Almost 
complete dichotomy exists in employment of these photoreceptor cell types in animal visual 
organs. Ciliary photoreceptors serve as visual photoreceptors in the vertebrate eyes (with 
some exceptions, e.g. jellyfish, fan worms or molluscs eyes), while rhabdomeric 
photoreceptors are used in the eyes of invertebrates.  

Various types of eyes can be found throughout the animal kingdom, from the most 
simple ones consisting of one photoreceptor cell and adjusting shielding pigment cell (in 
extreme cases both functions can be found in one cell) to very sophisticated eyes, e.g. the 
compound eyes of insect, or vertebrate camera eyes. The huge diversity of eyes as well as 
their complexity was always puzzling scientists since the Darwin´s times. It was proposed that 
eyes evolved independently at least 40 or even 65 times in various animal lineages (reviewed 
by Fernald1). On the other hand discoveries in the early 1990´s showed that Pax6 gene is 
crucial for the development of vertebrate2 as well as invertebrate eyes3 and its ectopic 
expression can induce development of ectopic eyes both in invertebrates4 and in vertebrates5. 
This started the discussion about possible monophyletic origin of various eye types or at least 
the photoreceptor cells found in diverse eyes and the role of Pax6 as a “master control gene 
of eye development” (proposed by Gehring and Ikeo6). Later several cases of Pax6 
independent photoreceptor development were documented, e.g. the rhabdomeric 
photoreceptors of amphioxus7, the adult eyes of marine annelid Platynereis8 or the eyes of 
horse-shoe crab Limulus9. The view on eye evolution was thus revised and nowadays the 
generally accepted view is that it is impossible to argue for mono- or polyphyletic origin of 
eyes, since gene sharing, convergence and parallelism can be found in development of various 
eye types10.  

Branchiostoma species (alternatively called amphioxus or lancelets) are representatives 
of cephalochordates, the most basally branching chordate subphylum. Amphioxus possesses 
four types of visual organs – frontal eye and lamellar body formed by ciliary photoreceptors 
and Joseph cells and dorsal ocelli formed by rhabdomeric photoreceptors. For the purpose of 
this thesis, the frontal eye is the most interesting. The frontal eye has always been considered 
as being the homolog of vertebrate lateral eyes, mainly due to its position at the tip of the 
neural tube and ciliary morphology (even though the frontal eye is not a paired organ as the 
vertebrate eyes). 

The aim of this PhD. thesis was to gain new data about photoreceptive organs in 
amphioxus (with special attention to amphioxus frontal eye) and amphioxus opsins and thus 
provide some insights into evolution of vertebrate photoreceptors. This thesis is based on four 
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published/accepted original scientific publications, one review (with original data included) 
accepted for publication and one submitted manuscript: 

1. Molecular analysis of the amphioxus frontal eye unravels the evolutionary origin of 

the retina and pigment cells of the vertebrate eye. 

Vopalensky P, Pergner J, Liegertova M, Benito-Gutierrez E, Arendt D, Kozmik Z. 

Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2012 Sep 18; 109(38):15383-8. Epub 2012 Sep 4. 

2. Cubozoan genome illuminates functional diversification of opsins and photoreceptor 
evolution. 
Liegertová M*, Pergner J*, Kozmiková I, Fabian P, Pombinho AR, Strnad H, Pačes J, 
Vlček Č, Bartůněk P, Kozmik Z. 
Sci Rep. 2015 Jul 8;5:11885.  
* Equal contribution 

3. The opsin repertoire of the European lancelet: a window into light detection in a 

basal chordate. 

Pantzartzi CN*, Pergner J*, Kozmikova I, Kozmik Z 

Int. J. Dev. Biol. 61: 763-772 (2017) 

* Equal contribution 

4. Novel polyclonal antibodies as a useful tool for expression studies in amphioxus 

embryos. 

Bozzo M*, Pergner J*, Kozmik Z, Kozmikova I 

Int. J. Dev. Biol. 61: 793-800 (2017) 

*Equal contribution 

5. Photoreceptors of amphioxus - insights into evolution of vertebrate opsins, vision and 

circadian rhythmicity. (review) 

Pergner J, Kozmik Z 
Int. J. Dev. Biol. 61: 665-681 (2017) 
 

6. Opsin genes in the genus Branchiostoma: lost and found in transposition 

Pantzartzi CN, Pergner J, Kozmik Z 

Manuscript in revisions in Scientific Reports 
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2. List of abbreviations 
 

2RWGD two rounds of whole genome duplication 

aa  amino acid 

BMP  bone morphogenetic protein 

CNG  cyclic nucleotide-gated (channels) 

CNS  central nervous system 

DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 

DO/DOs dorsal ocellus/dorsal ocelli 

dpf  days post fertilization 

EM  electron-microscopical 

evo-devo evolutionary developmental biology 

FE  frontal eye 

GPCR  G-protein coupled receptor 

hpf  hours post fertilization 

ipRGCs  intrinsic photosensitive retinal ganglion cells 

ISH  RNA in situ hybridization 

JCs  Joseph cells 

LB  lamellar body 

MHB  midbrain-hindbrain boundary 

mya  million years ago 

PDE  phosphodiesterase 

PigmC  pigment cell 

PRCs  photoreceptor cells 

ProjN  projecting neurons 

RNA  ribonucleic acid 

TRP  transient receptor potential (channels) 

ZLI  zona limitans intrathalamica  
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3. Literature overview 
3.1. Amphioxus – the best extant proxy for a chordate ancestor 

Cephalochordates are the most basally branching group of chordates11, consisting of 
three genera, Branchiostoma, Asymmetron and Epigonichthys. Cephalochordates can be 
found worldwide, inhabiting shallow sea waters. Amphioxus embryos and larvae are 
planktonic, while adults are benthic, spending most of their live buried in the sand burrow 
with only the anterior part facing out, enabling filter feeding. Amphioxus body exhibit 
characteristics typical for extant as well as extinct chordates, e.g. perforated pharynx, hollow 
through gut, segmented muscles and gonads, dorsally located notochord and neural tube and 
tail fin12. On the other hand, amphioxus lacks typical vertebrate-specific structures, e.g. paired 
sensory organs (image forming eyes, ears), paired appendages, neural crest cells and 
placodes12. 

 

Fig.1 Simplified phylogenetic tree of Metazoa 

Cephalochordates represent the most basally branching chordate phylum. Cephalochordates 
and vertebrates split from common ancestor about 500 million years ago (mya). 
 

Due to its unique phylogenetic position (see Fig.1 for simplified phylogenetic tree) 
amphioxus served as a proxy for chordate ancestor already in the 19th century13. More 
recently studies of amphioxus morphology, development, genome and molecular biology 
have provided many important results, giving insights into the evolution of various vertebrate 
traits, e.g. head structures14, the two rounds of whole genome duplications (2RWGD) shaping 
the genome of vertebrates15,16, the evolution of Hox genes cluster and its regulation17 or the 
V(D)J recombination of B and T cell receptor18. 
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Historically, application of amphioxus for studies in the field of evolutionary-
developmental biology (evo-devo) was limited. Lack of reliable laboratory culturing protocols, 
established methods for genetic manipulations (transgenesis, knock-outs and gain of function 
experiments) and absence of assembled genome were main obstacles for broader 
implementation of amphioxus as a model organism. Most of these difficulties in amphioxus 
research have been overcome recently. Several labs succeeded in establishing reproducibly 
reliable protocols for obtaining gametes and raising embryos of various amphioxus species 
(Branchiostoma lanceolatum19, Branchiostoma belcheri20, Branchiostoma floridae21,22 and 
Asymmetron lucayanum23). Later, the expansion of possible genetic manipulations in 
amphioxus followed (reviewed by Kozmikova and Kozmik24). Moreover, the first complete 
amphioxus genome was released in 2008 for B. floridae16. Currently, transcriptomic, EST and 
genomic data are available for other amphioxus species – B. belcheri (genome25, EST26, 
transcriptome27), A. lucayanum (transcriptome28) or B. lanceolatum (transcriptome29). 

In total it is generally accepted that amphioxus serves as irreplaceable model organism 
for getting insights into evolution of vertebrate-specific characters. It is, nevertheless, 
necessary to complement amphioxus studies with studies of other non-vertebrate chordates 
like hemichordates or urochordates to avoid wrong interpretations of possible amphioxus 
specific body plan modifications. 

3.1.1 Amphioxus development 

Amphioxus early development is relatively fast – B. floridae gastrulation begins at 
4 hours post fertilization (hpf), neurulation starts about 8 hpf and larval stage at 24 hpf (see 
Fig.2 for an overview of amphioxus development). The timing of early development is 
comparable with the one observed in zebrafish. Metamorphosis takes place about 25 days 
post fertilization (dpf) (B. floridae) to 3 months post fertilization (mpf) (B. lanceolatum). 
The amphioxus sexually maturates at the age of one year (B. floridae) or two years 
(B. lanceolatum). In laboratory conditions, sexually mature B. floridae adults were obtained 
already after 6 months (Linda Holland, personal communication). This is a very promising 
result for possible establishment of amphioxus transgenic lines and broadening of the future 
use of amphioxus as model organism. 

Studies of amphioxus early development, showed, that many important developmental 
processes are probably ancestral to all chordates. For example BMP-Chordin interactions 
during establishment of dorso-ventral patterning of embryo seems to be conserved in all 
chordates30. Next the role of Nodal signaling in establishment of left-right asymmetry is 
important in both amphioxus and vertebrates31,32. In contrast, study of neural induction in 
amphioxus disrupted previously accepted model that BMP inhibition is sufficient for neural 
induction in all chordates, showing some discrepancies between vertebrates and amphioxus. 
It seems, that in amphioxus activation of Nodal and FGF signaling is more important than in 
vertebrates and BMP inhibition alone is insufficient for neural induction33. The authors 
however admit, that BMP inhibition, FGF and Nodal signaling play role in neural induction in 
all chordates, but their contribution varies among different species. Interestingly, despite 
being thoroughly studied, conflicting results exist for example for role of Wnt signaling and 
the presence of Spemann organizer in amphioxus (reviewed by Kozmikova and Yu34). 
Sometimes opposing results come from studies done on different amphioxus species. As was, 
for example, documented for the role of BMP in mouth development. In B. floridae, 
B. lanceolatum and Chinese population of Branchiostoma japonicum BMP was shown not to 
be expressed in area of future mouth35,36, while in Japanese population of B. japonicum, the 
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BMP expression was detected at the rim of developing oral opening37. The amphioxus can thus 
serve for both for identification of conserved as well diverse chordate characters. 

 

Fig.2 Scheme of amphioxus development 
Scheme of chosen amphioxus developmental stages is presented. Time after fertilization 
necessary for reaching given stage is written for B. floridae (standard format) – development 
at 25°C, and for B. lanceolatum (in italics) – development at 19°C. Time data were taken from 
study by Fuentes, et al.19. Presence of photoreceptive organs in particular developmental 
stages is stressed. Time of the first appearance of Joseph cells was not determined so far. 1st 
DO – first dorsal ocellus; FE – frontal eye; LB – lamellar body; DOs – dorsal ocelli; LCs – lamellate 
cells (dissociated lamellar body); JCs – Joseph cells. 
 

3.2. Landmarks of amphioxus central nervous system 

3.2.1. Amphioxus central nervous system 

Amphioxus neural system consists of central nervous system (CNS), peripheral nerves 
and neural plexuses (reviewed in Wicht and Lacalli38). CNS is composed of dorsally located 
neural tube running along the whole body, with slightly enlarged anterior part forming so 
called cerebral vesicle (a putative homolog of vertebrate dien-/mesencephalon39). The neural 
tube develops by closure of the neural plate. This happens quite early in the development, 
about 12-16 hours post fertilization. 

The amphioxus CNS consists of about 20 thousand neurons in the neural tube and 
several hundreds of neurons in the cerebral vesicle40. Studies of the development and 
morphology of amphioxus CNS revealed its rather simple organization. It seems, for example, 
that putative visual processing center or putative balance organ is composed of only several 
cells38. Processing of most sensory stimuli and reactions to them seems to take place in the 
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neural tube, since decerebrated animals were shown to be light sensitive or were able to react 
to chemical stimuli41. 

In the past, several studies tried to define homology between amphioxus cerebral 
vesicle and vertebrate brain with various results42-45. The estimated homologies were mostly 
based on expression patterns of amphioxus orthologs of vertebrate genes, known to be 
involved in development and patterning of brain. It was for example shown, based on 
expression of amphioxus gene Pax2/5/8, that amphioxus probably lacks midbrain hind-brain 
boundary (MHB)46. MHB is a signalling center that is necessary for formation of midbrain and 
hindbrain. Amphioxus also appears to lack a proper zona limitans intrathalamica (ZLI), 
necessary for the development of the thalamus and the prethalamus47. Some studies even 
argued that cephalochordates underwent secondary simplification after the split from lineage 
leading to vertebrates, based on the fact that gene regulatory network (GRN) similar to that 
in vertebrate MHB and ZLI can be found in hemichordate Saccoglossus kowalevskii48. On the 
other hand hemichordates´ CNS is not as elaborate as the one in cephalochordates and 
vertebrates. Hemichordate CNS for example lacks any morphological sign of cerebral vesicle 
and its posterior part is formed by two neural tubes (dorsal and ventral). Tunicates appear to 
lack MHB and ZLI just as cephalochordates. Nevertheless, it was recently proposed that 
cephalochordates might still have some kind of MHB and ZLI, but in a reduced form, which is 
connected to the simplicity of its CNS47. Moreover vertebrates could benefit in the evolution 
from the 2RWGD that appeared after the split of cephalochordates´ and urochordates´ 
ancestors from the lineage leading to vertebrates. Vertebrates thus could have added new 
genes into the brain patterning GRN already present in chordate ancestor. It thus seems that 
proper MHB and ZLI are probably vertebrate specific characteristics but build upon an 
ancestral chordate GRN47 (Fig.3). 

 

Fig.3 Scheme of expression patterns of genes involved in patterning of anterior CNS in 
amphioxus, tunicates and vertebrates (scheme from Holland47) 
Expression patterns of amphioxus and urochordate orthologs of genes involved in vertebrate 
brain patterning are depicted. The spatial and/or temporal expression in amphioxus and 
urochordates is not the same as in vertebrates, but the core of the GRN appears to be present 
already in chordate ancestor. Vertebrate specific brain patterning was enabled by adding new 
genes or functional specification of genes already present in the ancestral GRN. This probably 
happened thanks to the expansion of the gene toolkit after 2RWGD (e.g. Fgf8 that evolved 
from the ancestral Fgf8/17/18). 
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3.2.2. Amphioxus photoreceptive organs 

Amphioxus demonstrates various reactions to light during its life cycle (summarized in 
Table 1 on next page). Positive phototaxis was observed at mid-neurula stage of B. floridae21, 
but not in the same stage of B. lanceolatum (observation done in our lab) or A. lucayanum23. 
Planktonic larvae of various amphioxus species stay close to the bottom during the day and 
migrate to water surface levels during sunset49,50. Such typical diurnal migration can be 
observed also in other marine organisms. Amphioxus adults are photophobic and when 
exposed to light, swim away from the light source and try to hide in the burrow51. Moreover 
adults were shown to be more active (moving in the burrow) during the night52. 

Spawning of amphioxus is also light dependent. In nature B. floridae, B. lanceolatum and 
B. belcheri spawn usually within one hour after sunset19-21. This can be also mimicked in the 
lab, were the animals spawn within 1-2 hours after switching off the lights19-21. Spawning of 
A. lucayanum occurs also shortly after sunset both in the field and in the lab53.   Additionally 
A. lucayanum spawning is dependent on the phase of moon, since it usually spawns one or 
two days before new moon53. 

Amphioxus possesses four distinct photoreceptor organs: two of them, the frontal eye 
and the lamellar body, consisting of ciliary photoreceptors (expanding their membrane 
surface by a modified cilium and two,  Joseph cells and dorsal ocelli, are formed by 
rhabdomeric photoreceptors (expanding their cell surface by membranous protrusions) 
(Fig.4). Frontal eye and dorsal ocelli are directional photoreceptors, due to the presence of 
closely associated pigment cell. In contrast lamellar body and Joseph cells serve for non-
directional photoreception. The frontal eye is situated at the very tip of the cerebral vesicle. 
The lamellar body develops in the dorso-posterior part of the cerebral vesicle. Joseph cells 
appear at the border of cerebral vesicle and neural tube, right behind the lamellar body. Dorsal 
ocelli are located longitudinally along the whole neural tube.  

 

 

Fig.4 Overview of amphioxus photoreceptive organs 
Schematic drawing of juvenile premetamorphic amphioxus with stressed position and 
morphology of particular photoreceptive organs. Four different photoreceptive organs can be 
found in amphioxus in depicted stage. Two of them – frontal eye and lamellar body are of 
ciliary character, while Joseph cells and dorsal ocelli are rhabdomeric. PigmC – pigment cell; 
PRC/PRCs – photoreceptor cell/cells; ProjN? – putative visual projecting neurons. Some 
anatomical landmarks are shown: PP – preoral pit, M – mouth, GS – gill slit. 
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Table 1. Overview of reactions to light stimuli in individual amphioxus developmental 

stages  

 

 

 

Developmental 
stage 

Species Response to light References 
N

e
u

ru
la

 

B. floridae 
Accumulation at surface level facing 
to the direction of the light source 

Holland and Yu, 200421 

B. lanceolatum No response Pergner and Kozmik, 201754 

A. lucayanum No response Holland and Holland, 201023 

La
rv

a
 

B. floridae 
During hovering in water column 

orientation with FE facing from the 
light source 

Stokes and Holland, 199555 

B. belcheri 
Diurnal migration - close to the 
bottom during day, close to the 

surface level during and after sunset 

Chin, 194150; 
Wickstead and Bone, 195949 

B. lanceolatum 

Diurnal migration - close to the 
bottom during day, close to the 

surface level during and after sunset 
Wickstead and Bone, 195949 

Swimming to surface and then 
catching the food sinking down with 

mouth open 
Webb, 196956 

A
d

u
lt

 

B. lanceolatum 

Negative phototaxis 
Costa, 183457; Willey, 
189413; Hesse, 189858 

Increased locomotor activity in the 
burrow during the night (suppressed 

by light) 
Schomerus et al., 200852 

B. caribbaeum Negative phototaxis Parker, 190851 

A
d

u
lt

 –
 

sp
aw

n
in

g 
b

e
h

av
io

r 

B. floridae 

Sh
o

rt
 t

er
m

 Spawning 1h after sunset Holland and Yu, 200421 
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B. belcheri Spawning 1h after sunset Li et al., 201320 

A. lucayanum Spawning 1h after sunset Holland, 201153 
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Spawning one day before 
the new moon 

Holland, 201153 
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The first amphioxus photoreceptive organ to develop is the first dorsal ocellus at the 
region of the 5th somite at mid-neurula stage (already depicted in Fig.2). Next, the frontal eye 
develops and was shown to be differentiated already at early larval stage59. Later follows 
differentiation of the lamellar body in early larva60. In mid-larval stage the differentiation of 
other dorsal ocelli begins. At first, dorsal ocelli develop anteriorly from the first dorsal ocellus 
(from 3rd to 5th somite) and later also posteriorly towards the caudal end of the body. At the 
same time, the differentiation of Joseph cells commences. While frontal eye and lamellar body 
seems to be terminally differentiated in early larval stages, number of Joseph cells and dorsal 
ocelli increases to the adult stage. Dorsal ocelli (sometimes called Hesse organs after Prof. 
Hesse who described them thoroughly for the first time in 189858) are the most abundant 
photoreceptor organ – about 1500 of them can be found in adult amphioxus. 

Not much is known about participation of particular amphioxus photoreceptive organs 
to amphioxus light guided behavior. Currently, it is generally accepted that dorsal ocelli control 
how good the amphioxus body is hidden in the sand61. Frontal eye seems to be involved in 
orientation of larvae during feeding55 and also in regulation of switching between slow 
migratory and fast startle movements of larva38. The lamellar body probably serves as a 
circadian rhythm controller similarly as the pineal organ in vertebrates38. The role of Joseph 
cells in amphioxus photoreceptive behavior is up to date enigmatic. 

3.2.3. Amphioxus frontal eye – a putative homolog of vertebrate eyes 

The evolution of the vertebrate eye was puzzling scientists already from Darwin´s time. 
Even Charles Darwin himself dedicated a chapter to the problem of evolution of complex 
vertebrate organs by means of natural selection. To the topic of the evolution of vertebrate 
eye Darwin stated: “To suppose that the eye, ..., could have been formed by natural selection, 
seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest possible degree. Yet reason tells me, that if 
numerous gradations from a perfect and complex eye to one very imperfect and simple, ..., 
can be shown to exist; ..., then the difficulty of believing that a perfect and complex eye could 
be formed by natural selection, though insuperable by our imagination, can hardly be 
considered real.“62. Since those times, the search for possible candidates that would show 
how the ancestral chordate eye could have looked like have begun. Currently, amphioxus 
frontal eye seems to be a pretty reasonable candidate. 

Amphioxus frontal eye was proposed as a possible homolog to the vertebrate eye 
already at the turn of the 20th century63,64. Only scarce data, however, supported this 
homology. First of all the frontal eye develops at the tip of the cerebral vesicle, which was 
recently shown to be putative homolog of vertebrate dien-/mesencephalon39. Similarly the 
neural retina of vertebrate eye develops as an extension of diencephalon. Next frontal eye 
photoreceptors are ciliary-type and so are also the photoreceptors in the vertebrate retina. 
On the other hand, the ultrastructure of frontal eye photoreceptors is not as elaborate as that 
of rods and cones of vertebrate retina. The function of the frontal eye as a photoreceptive 
organ was, however, doubted in several studies. As previously mentioned, decerebrated 
amphioxus is able to react to light51. Additionally, no trace of putative neuronal projection 
from the region of frontal eye was detected in the past (Lacalli, personal communication). 
Scientists also discussed the fact, that amphioxus frontal eye is not a paired organ as are the 
vertebrate eyes. Two hypotheses were raised to explain this fact. Either a single non-image 
forming photoreceptive organ was the chordate ancestral state65 or ancestral chordates 
possessed paired image forming eyes and the amphioxus frontal eye is a result of 
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simplification after adaptation of amphioxus for life as borrower65. Due to the lack of fossil 
records and experimental data both scenarios must still be taken into account. 

 In conclusion, amphioxus cerebral vesicle can be, in general, considered as presumptive 
homolog of vertebrate Di- and Mesencephalon. The problem that scientists face now is finding 
solid grounds for proposed homologies of particular landmarks of amphioxus CNS with their 
vertebrate counterparts. These are for example the balance organ, olfactory neurons and, 
most importantly for the purpose of this thesis, homologies of particular amphioxus and 
vertebrate photoreceptive organs.  

 

3.3. Opsins – key molecular components of light detection in Metazoa 
Three different light detecting systems were described in multicellular animals 

depending on the protein molecule used – opsins66, cryptochromes67,68 and LITE-169. 
Cryptochromes are utilized in visual organs of larval sponges67,68 and are potentially involved 
in regulation of circadian rhythms in other animals70. Interestingly sponges lack opsin genes in 
their genome. LITE-1 is a special photoreceptive protein derived from taste receptor so far 
found only in Caenorhabditis elegans69 (which appears to lack opsin genes in its genome). 
From all current data, opsins seem to be the most important light sensing molecules in 
animals, since they are used as main visual systems in most Metazoa even in Ctenophora, with 
the already mentioned exception of sponges71.  

3.3.1. Biochemical characteristics of opsins 

The opsins belong to the superfamily of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), seven-
transmembrane domain proteins signaling through heterotrimeric G proteins. The GPCR 
superfamily consists of about 800 genes (in human genome) divided in five different families 
marked by letters A-E72. Defects in GPCRs and their downstream signaling cascades were 
shown to be connected with various diseases, e.g. diabetes, obesity or neurological 
disorders73. GPCRs are thus nowadays considered as the most promising drug targets and 
belong amongst the most intensively studied proteins of any kind. 

The most abundant GPCRs are those of the family A, or sometimes called “The 
Rhodopsin family”. This family includes not only opsins, but also various other receptors, e.g. 
the prostaglandin receptor, the neuropeptide FF receptor, the arginine vasopressin receptors, 
etc. There are three main differences between opsins and other GPCRs: 1. A physical 
elementary particle, the photon, serves as a ligand for opsins while other GPCRs are activated 
by chemical molecules (hormones, odorants, peptides, etc.)74. 2. Opsin consists of the 
apoprotein and the chemical cofactor retinal (mostly 11-cis-retinal, less often all-trans retinal 
and in experimental conditions also 9-cis-retinal). The retinal is covalently bound to the opsin 
apoprotein. Other GPCRs usually don´t have any cofactor and if so, it is not covalently bound74. 
3. Opsins can be distinguished from other GPCRs by the presence of a highly conserved lysine 
residue in the seventh transmembrane domain (in bovine rhodopsin at position 296) (Fig.5). 
Retinal is bound to the apoprotein right through this K29666.  

The first GPCR with solved crystal structure was the bovine rhodopsin75. The bovine 
rhodopsin serves as model for studies dealing with opsin structural, biochemical and signaling 
properties, for example identification of several important amino acid (aa) residues in opsin 
structure (shown in Fig.5)76. One of them is so called counterion, a negatively charged aa 
(mostly glutamate (E) and theoretically also aspartate (D))66,77. Counterion serves as 
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a stabilizer of protonated Schiff base linkage between opsin´s lysine and retinal. Protonation 
of the Schiff base linkage enables shift of the retinal absorption peak to visible spectrum. 
Without stabilization of the Schiff base, the retinal absorption peak would be shifted to the UV 
part of the spectrum. In most opsins, the counterion is found at the position 181 (numbering 
according to the bovine rhodopsin), located in opsin´s 2nd extracellular loop66. Interestingly in 
vertebrate visual opsins, glutamate at position 113 (in 3rd transmembrane domain) serves as 
the counterion78. Recent analysis proposed, that E or D at position 83 can also function as 
counterion77. 

 

 

Fig.5 Overview of an opsin protein structure highlighting amino acids important for opsin 
function (adapted from Terakita66) 
Scheme of opsin structure presented on the example of bovine rhodopsin. Position of K296 
(green circle), counterions E113 (red circle) and E181 (blue circle) and NKQ tripeptide (cyan 
circles) is marked. Other highly conserved aa are marked in grey. See text for more details. 
 

A group of three adjacent aa in the fourth cytoplasmic loop, the so called tripeptide, was 
shown to be important. Mutational analysis of the bovine rhodopsin tripeptide NKQ showed 
that it is crucial for activating downstream signaling, more specifically for contact with trimeric 
G protein79. Rhodopsin with mutated tripeptide was not able to transduce signal when 
stimulated by light79. 

Several other aa were shown to be highly conserved in the structure of most opsins 
(highlighted in grey in Fig.5). The function of some of them is known, e.g. E/DRY in the 3rd 
transmembrane domain – a motif of three aminoacids (glutamate or aspartate, arginine, 
tyrosine) is found also in other GPCRs and is important for downstream signaling80. So is also 
the NPxxY(x)5,6F (asparagine-prolin-5 or 6 different aa-phenylalanin) motif in the 7th 
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transmembrane domain80. The function of most of the other highly conserved aa within the 
opsin family remains, however, elusive. 

After excitation of the opsin by a photon the phototransduction cascade continues 
through activation of a trimeric G protein. Generally, GPCRs signal transduction cascade can 
utilize either Gα subunit and/or Gβγ dimer. Employment of various G subunit then continues 
through diverse second messengers and leads to different cellular responses. So far, it is 
accepted, that opsins mainly signal through Gα subunits. Vertebrate visual c-opsins were 
shown to signal through Gαt subunit (that evolved from Gαi by tandem duplication81,82). The 
cascade then continues through cGMP decrease, closure of cyclic nucleotide gated (CNG) 
channels and cell hyperpolarization83. R-opsins signal through Gαq subunit, leading to Ca2+ 
increase and cell depolarization84. Next, example of opsin signaling through Gαo was also 
identified85. Opsin found in the eyes of the cubozoan jellyfish Carybdea rastoni was shown to 
signal through Gαs subunit, leading to an intracellular cAMP increase86. It seems that 
information about opsin-Gα subunit coupling might provide some clues about the evolution of 
opsin mediated photoreception87. Downstream signaling cascades of c-type (ciliary-type), 
r-type (rhabdomeric-type) and one representative of Cnidarian opsins are shown in Fig.6. 

 

Fig.6 Examples of identified phototransduction cascades (adapted from Fernald84) 
Phototransduction cascade of c-opsin, r-opsin and one representative of Cnidopsins are shown. 
While the phototransduction cascades of c-opsins and r-opsins are well understood, the one 
utilized by Cnidopsins remains enigmatic. All known c-opsins were shown to signal through 
transducing (Gt) member of Gαi protein family. Cascade continues through activation of PDE, 
decrease in cGMP, closure of CNG channels and cell hyperpolarization. After activation of 
the r-opsin, the cascade continues via Gαq, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), 
diacylglycerol (DAG), opening of TRP channels and cell depolarization. In 2008 it was shown 
by Koyanagi, et al.86, that an opsin from the cubozoan jellyfish Carybdea rastoni signals 
through Gαs leading to increase of intracellular cAMP. Next steps of the cascade are uknown. 
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3.3.2. Opsins phylogeny 

For the reason that the opsins are widely used as light sensing pigments in various 
animals, their evolution can provide insights into the evolution of animal light detection per 
se. Since the first identification of opsin gene sequences, many studies were published, 
describing the phylogenetic relationships between them. Almost 1000 opsin genes sequences 
are identified in various animals up to date. According to the first thorough analysis of opsin 
genes, including those from Cnidaria, the opsins can be divided into four main groups – 
c-opsins, r-opsins, Cnidopsins and Group4 opsins88. C-opsins encompass mainly opsins found 
in ciliary photoreceptors, r-opsins group is formed mainly by opsins from rhabdomeric 
photoreceptors and Group4 opsins consists of various mostly non-visual opsins found in both 
types of photoreceptors. The Cnidopsin group consists only of Cnidaria specific opsins. The 
relationships between the four groups varies among different studies. Usually the Cnidopsin 
group was the one, which changed its position in various studies (Fig.7).  

 

Fig.7 Schematic representation of different phylogenetic analyses of opsins 
Analyses vary mainly in different approach to Cnidopsins group. In some studies the Cnidopsins 
were paraphyletic, while in others they form a monophyletic group. The studies differ also in 
relationships between c-, r- and Group4 opsins. The phylogeny of opsins is still a matter of 
debates and new studies either come with their own interpretation, or support one of the 
previously published studies. Schemes are based on studies by Plachetzki, et al.87; Suga, et al.88; 
Plachetzki, et al.89; Porter, et al.77; Feuda, et al.90 and Feuda, et al.71. 

 

Plachetzki, et al.87 divided Cnidopsins into two groups, one forming a sister group of 
c-opsins and the other forming a sister group to r-opsins and Group4 opsins. Next Suga, et al.88 
divided Cnidopsins into three groups – Group1 Cnidopsins being a sister group to c-opsins, 
Group2 Cnidopsins being a sister group to Group4 opsins and Group3 Cnidopsins forming 
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a sister group to all other opsins. In 2010 Plachetzki, et al.89 revised their phylogeny and placed 
all Cnidopsins basally to all other opsins. Phylogenetic analysis by Porter, et al.77 placed 
Cnidopsins as sister group to c-opsins and r-opsins and Group4 opsins as separate sister 
groups. Additional changes in opsins relationships were proposed in 2012 by Feuda, et al.90. 
They supported the division of Cnidopsins into three Groups – Group A, B and C. According to 
this analysis orthologs of all the other opsin groups are found in Cnidaria. Feuda, et al.71 
performed updated analysis in 2014 adding sequences from Mnemiopsis leidyi 
a representative of Ctenophora. This analysis, despite some difficulties in placing Ctenophores 
in phylogenetic tree91,92, showed that Ctenophore opsins form two groups, one forming a 
sister group to c-opsins and the other to Go opsins (belonging to Group4 opsins).  

 

3.3.3. Amphioxus opsin genes 

Six amphioxus opsin gene sequences were described for B. belcheri in 200293. Their 
clustering was however difficult, due to shortage of available opsin sequences from other 
animals. Next, in 2008 complement of about 20 opsin genes was identified in B. floridae 
genome16. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that members of all known opsin families except for 
Cnidopsin group, can be found in genome of B. floridae. Interestingly, a group of six B. floridae 
opsins clustering with Amphiop6 opsin from B. belcheri and forming a sister group to r-opsins 
was identified. Two of these opsins have glutamate at position 113. Whether it acts as 
a counterion has, however, so far not been determined. Interestingly, some of the B. floridae 
opsins lack E at position 181. Their biochemical characteristics have not been analyzed yet. 
Huge tripeptide variability was observed in the amphioxus opsin sequences, from tripeptide 
NKQ in amphioxus c-opsins (typical vertebrate opsin tripeptide), through HPK tripeptide in 
amphioxus melanopsin (tripeptide typical for r-type opsins) to tripeptide EKE previously not 
identified in any other opsin sequence.  

Generally speaking, it is obvious, that opsins can provide important data that would shed 
new light on the evolution of photoreception. Identification of new opsin sequences is 
nowadays, with the expansion of genome sequencing techniques, easier than any time before. 
What is, however, still limiting are biochemical characteristics of opsins belonging to different 
opsin families. Therefore, studies of, for example, counterion position in the newly identified 
amphioxus opsins or studies of downstream signaling cascades of amphioxus opsins are highly 
warranted.  
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4. Aims of the study 
As discussed earlier, amphioxus serves as reasonably good proxy for chordate ancestor. 

As such amphioxus is a cornerstone for studies dealing with the evolution of vertebrate traits 
such as the vertebrate-type body plan, CNS or sensory neurons. Light detection is crucial for 
most of the organisms on earth. Although studies of amphioxus light detecting systems were 
performed already at the turn of the 20th century51,58,63, followed by thorough EM analysis of 
amphioxus photoreceptor organs in the second half of the 20th century94-101, huge gaps remain 
in understanding the photoreception of amphioxus. The aim of this thesis was to broaden 
available information about light detection in amphioxus, provide data about 
the development of amphioxus photoreceptive organ – the frontal eye and putative visual 
center in amphioxus cerebral vesicle and thus provide clues about photoreception in 
the hypothetical chordate ancestor.  

 

Particular aims were: 

 Molecular characterization of neurons in amphioxus frontal eye with special attention 

to genes involved in the frontal eye development, phototransduction cascade and 

neuronal transmitters and comparison with the data known from development of 

the vertebrate eyes 

 

 Establishment of a cell-line based assay enabling studies of opsin function and 

biochemical characterization of opsins landmarks 

 

 Characterization of opsin repertoire in two amphioxus species, the Florida species 

B. floridae and the European species B. lanceolatum 
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5. List of methods 
 

Work with nucleic acids 

Genomic DNA isolation 

Cloning of DNA fragments: for preparation of plasmids for heterologous peptides 

production; preparation of probes for ISH; sequencing of opsin genes; cloning of whole opsin 

genes for biochemical analysis 

Total RNA isolation, preparation of cDNA 

Quantitative RT-PCR – SYBR green (Roche); detection on LightCycler (Roche) 

Preparation of antisense probes for in situ hybridization 

 

Work with proteins 

Production and purification of heterologous proteins from bacteria BL21-(DE3)-RIPL 

Preparation of mouse polyclonal antibodies 

SDS-PAGE and western blot 

 

Work with animals 

Tissue isolation from anesthetized animals 

Immunostaining (whole mount of amphioxus embryos, cell culture) 

Confocal imaging, image processing, 3D reconstructions in FIJI software 

Whole mount in situ hybridization 

Chemical manipulation of developing embryos 

 

Work with cell cultures 

Measuring of intracellular levels of cAMP using GloSensor HEK cell line (Promega) 
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6. Results 
6.1 Molecular analysis of the amphioxus frontal eye unravels the evolutionary 

origin of the retina and pigment cells of the vertebrate eye. 
Amphioxus frontal eye seemed to be the best reasonable candidate for a homolog of 

the vertebrate lateral eyes. Only limited data supporting this hypothesis were, however, 

present in the literature. The frontal eye develops at the tip of the cerebral vesicle and EM 

studies showed its ciliary character, which was in agreement with this proposition. Moreover, 

amphioxus orthologs of genes involved in eye development of both invertebrates and 

vertebrates were detected in the developing frontal eye. More specifically Pax4/6, Otx and 

Six3/6 were shown to be expressed in the frontal eye neurons and Pax2/5/8 was detected in 

the pigment cells of the frontal eye7,46,102,103. On the other hand, function of the frontal eye as 

photoreceptive organ was questioned, since no projecting neurons were spotted in EM 

samples and scarce behavioral studies rather casted doubts about the photoreceptive 

function of the frontal eye in adult51,58 and showed its limited function in larvae55. 

In this study we performed thorough analysis of genes expressed in individual cells of 

the amphioxus frontal eye. Due to divergence of amphioxus and vertebrate proteins on one 

hand and the presence of highly conserved domains (e.g. DNA binding domains) in different 

developmental genes on the other hand, the usage of commercially available antibodies 

targeted against vertebrate (mostly mouse) antigens faced many problems. Either the 

antibodies did not provide any signal, or more members of particular gene family were stained 

in amphioxus. We thus decided to overcome this problem by preparation of amphioxus 

specific antibodies. To this end we cloned parts of amphioxus proteins, other than highly 

conserved domains (like DNA binding domains), fused them with protein tag, expressed them 

in bacteria and purified them from bacterial lysate. Purified proteins were then used for 

immunization of rabbits or mice. Blood serum was used to perform whole mount 

immunofluorescent staining of two days old B. floridae larvae, followed by subsequent 

analysis on confocal microscope. Amphioxus larvae are only about 1 mm in length and 60 um 

wide, allowing scanning through the whole larvae at standard confocal microscope. 

Our analysis confirmed the presence of Otx in the developing pigment cell and 

photoreceptors of amphioxus frontal eye. Next, Pax4/6 was detected in developing 

photoreceptors, putative visual projecting neurons and neurons of putative visual processing 

center of amphioxus (so called primary motor center (PMC)). Amphioxus Rx, the ortholog of 

vertebrate RAX, was also detected in developing frontal eye. Amphioxus Pax2/5/8 and Mitf, 

orthologs of genes involved in the development of vertebrate retinal pigmented epithelium 

(RPE), were both found to be expressed in the developing pigment cells of frontal eye and in 

the case of Mitf also in developing pigment cells of 1st dorsal ocellus. Moreover, the pigment 

was experimentally shown to be melanin. One of the other highlights of our study was 

documenting the presence of c-opsins and Gαi subunit in the frontal eye photoreceptors, 

confirming their ciliary character and demonstrating their differentiated state already at two 

days old larvae. Search in available B. floridae genomic source showed, that it lacks transducin 

gene (Gαt) and the phototransduction cascade utilized in the frontal eye photoreceptors is 

thus probably different than the one used in vertebrate photoreceptors. Furthermore we 
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succeeded in mapping the terminals of the so called Row2 neurons, putative visual projecting 

neurons of amphioxus frontal eye, localized immediately behind the frontal eye 

photoreceptors. Row2 neurons terminate in presumptive tegmentum and might therefore 

represent homologs of vertebrate retinal interneurons. 

Our study also provided some data about amphioxus lamellar body, a putative homolog 

of the vertebrate pineal gland. Amphioxus Rx was not detected in the developing lamellar 

body while the vertebrate ortholog RAX is expressed in developing pineal gland and none of 

the three tested c-opsins was detected in lamellar body. 

Taken together our data demonstrate that amphioxus frontal eye and vertebrate eyes, 

despite the huge morphological difference between them, utilize during their development 

the same gene repertoire – Otx, Pax6, Rx, Pax2 and Mitf and use a similar phototransduction 

cascade. This genetic and signal transducing machinery, therefore, represents an ancestral 

chordates´ trait.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My contribution to this work: I generated an antibody for amphioxus c-opsin 3. I performed 

staining of amphioxus larvae with this antibody and documented the expression of c-opsin 3 

in the photoreceptors of frontal eye (data presented in Fig.3 of the paper). I repeated 

staining with antibodies raised against Otx, Pax4/6, Mitf and c-opsin 1 & 2 (some of my data 

are presented in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.S3 of the paper), to confirm the results previously 

obtained by Pavel Vopalensky (first author) and Michaela Liegertova (co-author).
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6.2 Cubozoan genome illuminates functional diversification of opsins and 

photoreceptor evolution. 
Even though the Cnidarian opsins seems to be unique in terms of biochemical properties 

and sequence, they were not studied in such details as opsins from the other opsin groups – 

c-type, r-type and Group4. This was partly due to lack of Cnidarian genomic resources and 

partly due to the problems with heterologous production of other than vertebrate opsins in 

cell culture. The phylum Cnidaria contains about 9000 species, highly variable in the sense of 

body plan, life cycles and habitat. First Cnidarian opsin genes were, however, identified no 

earlier than in 200787 for hydrozoan Hydra magnipapillata and Nematostella vectensis and in 

200888 for jellyfish Cladonema radiatum (with eyes) and hydrozoa Podocoryne carnea. 

Phylogenetic analysis always showed, that Cnidarian opsins cluster together (despite the 

overall huge differences between individual Cnidaria species). In 2008 two studies 

documented the presence of opsins in the eyes of Cubozoan jellyfish Tripedalia cystophora104 

and Carybdea rastronii86. Phylogenetic analysis of the identified Tripedalia opsin (Tcop18) 

showed that it clusters closely to vertebrate c-opsins. 

In our study we searched for opsin genes in the genome of T. cystophora. In addition to 

a previously characterized opsin gene (Tcop18), we identified 17 new Tripedalia opsins, Tcop1-

Tcop17. One of them, Tcop13, was the exact homolog of a previously identified Carybdea 

opsin. We provided phylogenetic analysis of newly identified opsins (confirming their 

expected clustering within Cnidopsins monophyletic group) and characterization of their 

structural landmarks (counterion and tripeptide) – showing that D or E can be found at 

positions 83, 113 and 181 in various Tripedalia opsins as well as other Cnidopsins, while 

the typical vertebrate tripeptide NKQ was found in one opsin (Tcop1). Additionally we 

provided data about expression of Tripedalia opsins in various developmental stages and 

tissues of adult body by qRT-PCR. We showed that all Tcops were expressed at mRNA level 

and they manifest temporal (stage) and/or spatial (tissue) expression specificity. We checked 

the expression of Tcop13 and Tcop18 (shown to be expressed in eyes (rhopalia) in previous 

studies86,104) in Tripedalia rhopalia retina, using specific antibodies raised against each of these 

opsins. Interestingly two different photoreceptor types were identified (mutually expressing 

either Tcop13 or Tcop18). We also performed a cell line based assay for monitoring 

the coupling of Tripedalia opsins with the downstream partner Gαs subunit of a trimeric G 

protein and activation of a cascade leading to intracellular cAMP increase. From all tested 

opsins, Tcop5 and Tcop13 showed ability to signal via this cascade. Moreover, we performed 

tests with mutated tripeptide of Tcop13. Remarkably, we observed that mutations in 

the tripeptide sequences surprisingly did not abolish the ability of Tcop13 to signal, but rather 

modulated the sensitivity and length of Tcop13 response to light stimulus. We confirmed the 

role of Tcop13 as a visual opsin and utilization of opsins-Gαs-cAMP cascade in vivo using 

specific reversible inhibitor of Gαs subunit. Tripedalia with inhibited Gαs were still able to swim, 

but lost phototactic behavior. After removal of the inhibitor, the animals were again able to 

react to light. With this experiment we, for the first time, documented usage of opsin-Gαs 

pathway in a visual system. 
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To sum up, our thorough analysis of opsin repertoire of T. cystophora uncovered both 

redundancy and specificity of opsin utilization in various developmental stages and body 

tissues. Our data also demonstrate easy evolvability of Cnidarian opsins, in terms of 

modulation of their response, by the means of simple mutations in their C terminus (tripeptide 

sequence). 

From this study was for the aim of the thesis important the establishment of cell line 

based assay for opsin – trimeric G protein coupling. This assay can be used for verifying of 

opsin coupling to Gαs or with some modifications to Gαi pathway. Moreover we possess 

available system enabling verification of opsin-Gαq coupling. We expect, that this assay would 

be important for further studies and will have, except for opsin-Gα subunit coupling, also many 

different applications, e.g. it will enable studies of opsin´s biochemical characteristics 

(counterion position); it will enable measuring of opsin spectral sensitivity; it will be used for 

testing potential optogenetic tools based on mutated opsins, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My contribution to this work: I established, in cooperation with Antonio Pombinho (co-author 

of the study), a cell line based assay enabling monitoring of the coupling of opsin with Gαs 

subunit of trimeric G protein and subsequent increase of cellular cAMP level. I performed tests 

of G protein coupling for all Tripedalia opsins. I performed mutational analysis of tripeptide 

sequences in Tcop13. I contributed to writing of the manuscript, more specifically parts of 

methods, results and discussion.
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6.3 The opsin repertoire of the European lancelet: a window into light detection 

in a basal chordate. 
Amphioxus opsin genes were previously described in two studies16,93. The work by 

Koyanagi, et al.93 identified six opsin genes in the genome of B. belcheri. These opsins were 

representatives of c-type; r-type and Group4 opsins. In 2008 genome of B.floridae was 

published by Holland, et al.16. Authors of this study identified 20 opsin genes. Phylogenetic 

analysis confirmed that representatives of three main groups (c-type, r-type and Group4) can 

be found in the amphioxus genome. Results underlined the exceptionality of several 

amphioxus opsins that cluster within r-type opsins, but formed a rather separate clade, called 

Amphiop6 group (due to the presence of B. belcheri Amphiop6 in this group). Additionally, 

putative counterion E113 was detected in three of these opsins. This study also documented 

variability of tripeptide sequences of all amphioxus opsins. 

In our study we focused on identification of opsin genes in the newly sequenced genome 

of European amphioxus B. lanceolatum. In total we identified 21 opsins and one putative opsin 

pseudogene in the genome of B. lanceolatum. We documented presence of D or E at position 

113 in one Go opsin (belonging to Group4) and two Amphiop6 opsins. Additionally, the 

majority of B. lanceolatum opsins have a negatively charged aa D at position 83, a putative 

counterion site proposed in study by Porter, et al.77. B. lanceolatum opsins also evinced 

variability in tripeptide sequences as previously shown for B. floridae opsins. Furthermore, we 

monitored expression of identified opsin genes in various developmental stages and adult 

animal tissues of B. lanceolatum. All examined genes were detected at the level of mRNA 

transcript by qRT-PCR both at various developmental stages and in different adult tissues. 

The only exception was the predicted pseudogene Bl_op17 (mRNA not detected). We also 

tried to monitor expression of several B. lanceolatum opsins by whole mount in situ 

hybridization (ISH) on embryonic and larval stages. We, however, succeeded only in three 

cases – Bl_op11, Bl_op12a and Bl_op15 (melanopsin). Bl_op11 and Bl_op12a showed an 

interesting expression pattern, being expressed in anterior structures around mouth, but also 

in posterior parts – tail fin (both genes) and close to anus (Bl_op12a). As expected, Bl_op15 

transcript was detected in the developing 1st dorsal ocellus. 

Taken together we identified 21 opsin genes and 1 pseudogene in the genome of B. 

lanceolatum. We provided characteristics of important opsin landmarks (counterion, 

tripeptide) for all of the identified opsin genes. We added qRT-PCR expression data for all of 

the identified opsin genes, plus ISH data for three opsins. We hope that our data will be solid 

jumping-off point for further studies of amphioxus opsins. 

My contribution to this work: I cloned problematic parts (not fully sequenced or mistakenly 

assembled sequences) of B. lanceolatum opsin genes. I performed qRT-PCR analysis (shown in 

Fig.3 and Suppl. Fig.S3). I performed ISH for ten B. lanceolatum opsins, only two successful 

trials (Bl_op11 and Bl_op12a) are shown in Fig.4 (ISH for Bl_op15 was performed by 

I. Kozmikova). I contributed to writing of some parts of methods and results. 
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6.4 Novel polyclonal antibodies as a useful tool for expression studies in 

amphioxus embryos. 
Classical evo-devo studies are based on the comparison of expression of important 

developmental genes between various organisms. Since non-traditional model species are 

often used, the expression is compared mostly by ISH. In some cases, it is, nevertheless, 

worthy to get also information about protein expression. Use of commercially available 

antibodies for staining of non-vertebrate species, however, faces several problems. The 

antibodies are either too specific for vertebrates´ antigens or they are raised against highly 

conserved protein domains resulting in the simultaneous staining of more members of a given 

protein family. Studies of amphioxus relied so far only on the use of antibody raised against 

acetylated tubulin31,59 or polyclonal antibodies raised against neurotransmitters59,105. 

In our paper, we presented a simple protocol for obtaining polyclonal antibodies raised 

against amphioxus proteins. The amount of obtained sera was about 200 – 500 µl, which was 

enough for performing hundreds of immunofluorescent staining. In this study, we show 

results obtained with antibodies raised against five amphioxus proteins, namely FoxA, Lhx1, 

Lhx3, β-catenin and Pax4/6. We compared our immunofluorescent staining with data from 

literature and showed that all antibodies recapitulate previously published expression 

patterns obtained by ISH. We also documented the reproducibility of signal yield by 

immunofluorescent staining on batches of differently fixed embryos. We used our antibodies 

to demonstrate the advantages of whole mount immunofluorescent staining and confocal 

microscopy on the example of mapping various neuronal populations in amphioxus frontal 

eye and cerebral vesicle on single cell resolution. We also included data showing cross-species 

reactivity of our antibodies within cephalochordate subphylum, documented by use for 

staining of B. lanceolatum, B. floridae and A. lucayanum embryos. 

We expect that our pilot study will encourage other evo-devo labs to produce antibodies 

usable for immunofluorescent staining in other non-model organisms. We feel that with 

the rapid burst of microscopical techniques available now, it is necessary to concentrate not 

only on the big picture obtained by ISH but also on obtaining more information on single cell 

resolution. Additionally, we expect that our antibodies might enable further FACS sorting of 

specific cell populations or might be used for chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 

experiments. 

 

 

 

 

My contribution to this work: I performed immunofluorescent staining documenting the 

advantages of our antibodies for studying neuronal populations in amphioxus CNS (presented 

in Fig.2 and Fig.4). I performed immunofluorescent staining documenting species cross-

reactivity of our “home-made” antibodies (Fig.5). I contributed to writing of some parts of 

methods, results and discussion sections of the manuscript.
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6.5 Photoreceptors of amphioxus - insights into evolution of vertebrate opsins, 

vision and circadian rhythmicity. (Review) 
Amphioxus arguably represents an excellent proxy for getting insights into the evolution 

of vertebrates and more broadly ancestral chordate traits. Even though studies of 

photoreceptive organs and light guided behavior of amphioxus took place already in the 

second half of the 19th century, review gathering all relevant data about light detection by 

amphioxus was missing in the literature. In our review we focused right on this topic. We put 

together all relevant studies beginning with the first study by Costa57 from 19th century, 

mentioning amphioxus rapid reactions to light. Then we continued with studies of 

photoreceptive organs held on the turn of 20th century and we further summarized EM studies 

of amphioxus CNS and photoreceptive organs from second half of 20th century. Our synthesis 

finished with modern molecular analysis of amphioxus photoreceptive organs. We also aimed 

on comparison of amphioxus photoreceptive organs and their putative vertebrates´ 

counterparts and put forward several hypotheses (either previously mentioned by other 

authors or raised by us) about photoreceptive organs in the chordate ancestor. Moreover, we 

added some original data that were missing in the literature and were necessary for getting 

the complete picture of studied topic. We also proposed several future directions that could 

be followed to obtain more information about evolution of vertebrate eyes, circadian 

regulators and opsins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

My contribution to this work: I provided all original scientific data (in Fig.3 and Fig.7 of the 

manuscript). I prepared all figures and wrote majority of the manuscript´s text.
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6.6 The role of transposable elements in functional evolution of amphioxus 

genome: the case of opsin gene family 
In the past, it was widely accepted that three Cephalochordate genera, Epigonichthys, 

Asymmetron and Branchiostoma diverged about 120 mya28 (approximately the time of 

appearance of first mammals). Ever since their first appearance, cephalochordate morphology 

seemed to be unmodified and hence they were considered as slowly evolving both on 

morphological and genomic level. Recent data, however, showed that cephalochrodates 

represent a shallow branching subphylum in which the genera diverged about 45 mya106. This 

is similar to the divergence time between mouse and rat106. Previous mistaken predictions 

of the divergence time were probably partly caused by lack of genomic data of other than 

Branchiostoma species and partly due to gene prediction errors107. It is still accepted, that 

cephalochordates split from the vertebrate ancestor about 500 mya, meaning that their 

genome rate evolution is rather small when compared to vertebrates. Yet, it was documented 

that some gene families in amphioxus underwent rapid diversification, e.g. genes involved 

with development and function of the immune system108. 

In our study we focused on comparison of the opsin family in B. floridae, B. lanceolatum 

and B. belcheri. We documented the expansion of particular opsin subfamilies (Go 

and Amphiop6 groups) in all studied species and interestingly spotted some species specific 

duplications and losses of opsin genes, that even have functional meaning. We hypothesize 

that both duplications and losses could be caused by homologous recombination via 

sequences of transposable elements located closely to opsin genes. We base this assumption 

on extensive bioinformatic analysis of transposable elements in parts of B. floridae, 

B. lanceolatum and B. belcheri genome. Additionally we corrected previously wrongly 

annotated opsin genes of B. floridae and identified one new opsin gene omitted in previous 

B. floridae genomic study16.  

We believe that our data document that the amphioxus genome might not be as slowly 

evolving as predicted recently and can serve as another example of how “junk” DNA can be 

used during the course of evolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My contribution to this work: I cloned all problematic parts (not sequenced or mistakenly 

annotated) of B. floridae opsins. I performed qRT-PCR expression analysis of all B. floridae 

opsins. I contributed to writing of methods and results sections of the manuscript. 
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Abstract  

Transposable elements (TEs) are able to jump to new locations (transposition) in the genome, 

usually after replication. They constitute the so-called selfish or junk DNA and take over large 

proportions of some genomes. Due to their ability to move around they can change the DNA 

landscape of genomes and are therefore a rich source of innovation in genes and gene 

regulation. Surge of sequence data in the past years has significantly facilitated large scale 

comparative studies. Cephalochordates have been regarded as a useful proxy to ancestral 

chordate condition partially due to the comparatively slow evolutionary rate at morphological 

and genomic level. In this study, we used opsin gene family from the three Branchiostoma 

species as a window into cephalochordate genome evolution. We compared opsin 

complements in terms of family size, gene structure and sequence allowing us to identify gene 

duplication and gene loss events. Furthermore, analysis of the opsin containing genomic loci 

showed that they are populated by TEs. In summary, we provide evidence of the way 

transposable elements may have contributed to the evolution of opsin gene family and to the 

shaping of cephalochordate genomes in general.       

  

  

  

Key words: transposable elements, gene duplication, genome shaping   
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Introduction  

  

Transposable elements (TEs) are complicated biological entities able to replicate and 

jump to new locations (transposition) in the genome. Rather simple models have been defined 

to study their dynamics1, while their classification is also problematic. The first TEclassification 

system2, distinguishes two classes of TEs, based on the transposition intermediate: RNA (class 

I or retrotransposons) and DNA (class II or DNA transposons), which follow a “copy-and-paste” 

and “cut-and-paste” mechanism, respectively. This system was later modified in order to 

include bacterial, non-autonomous TEs (such as the Miniature Inverted Repeat Transposable 

Elements - MITEs) and other types of TEs that couldn’t fall in any of these two categories. 

Curcio and Derbyshire 3 categorized transposons according to the way they move, determined 

by their transposase proteins. A hierarchical classification system for eukaryotic TEs has been 

proposed by Wicker, et al. 4, which takes into account not only the replication strategy but 

also the structure of the encoded proteins and of the non-coding domains, the presence and 

size of the target site duplication (TSD) and even some phylogenetic data.  

It was long ago speculated that TEs can "control the time and type of activity of 

individual genes"5, or in other words they play key role in a variety of gene regulatory networks 

and lately there is accumulating information in favor of this theory (revised by Chuong et al.6 

and Bourque7). This can be achieved either by the insertion of TEs in the proximity of genes 

and consequently the generation of new regulatory elements7 or the emergence of new 

regulatory proteins8. In fact, TEs occupy a large proportion of the regulatory control regions 

(revised by Feschotte8). On one hand, TEs alter gene expression (activate or inactivate genes); 

on the other hand they promote inversions and deletions of chromosomal DNA, they can 

create new genes (or exons), or serve as illegitimate recombination hotspots. Consequently, 

they contribute to the shaping of the genome’s architecture, its evolution and the emergence 

of genetic innovations9-12. TE-associated chromosomal rearrangements can be driven by two 

mechanisms, in particular via homologous recombination13 or by an alternative transposition 

process14.   

TEs are main components of eukaryote and prokaryote genomes and they are known 

to occupy large portions of vertebrate, invertebrate and plant genomes in particular15-19. 

Longterminal repeat retrotransposons (LTRs) are the predominant order of TEs in plants20, 

whereas the Non-LTR TEs are the most commonly encountered in the human genome21 and 

Alu repetitive elements, in particular, are known to generate deletions, duplications and 

complex genomic rearrangements22.   

The subphylum Cephalochordata, a.k.a. amphioxus or lancelets, have been regarded 

as a key animal group for understanding the origin of vertebrates, and a useful proxy to the 

ancestral chordate condition. This is in part due to the presumed slow evolutionary rate within 

the cephalochordate lineage both at the morphological and the genomic level. 

Cepahlochordata are comprised of the three genera, namely Branchiostoma, Asymmetron and 

Epigonychtys23. It was recently found that Cephalochordata preserve a high TE diversity in 

comparison to modern vertebrates24. In fact, a comparative analysis of TEs in various genomes 

has revealed that they constitute 28% of B. floridae genome25. Amphioxus TEs belong to more 
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than 30 superfamilies, which are highly heterogeneous as generally none of their members 

are drastically more abundant than others, and none of the TEs seems to have suffered any 

massive expansion26. The phylogenetic relationship within the extant amphioxus lineage was 

investigated27 providing divergence time estimates and suggesting a rather recent 

diversification within Branchiostoma genus, with divergence time similar e.g. to that between 

rodents belonging to Muridae family (mouse and rat)28.  

Whole genome comparative study of B. belcheri and B. floridae indicated high rate of 

proteome diversification24, which might however be explained at least in some cases by the 

gene prediction errors29.  

In order to provide an insight into the possible role of TEs in cephalochordate genome 

evolution we focused on the opsin gene family,  a member of the G-Protein Coupled Receptor 

(GPCR) gene superfamily. Opsins play crucial role in light detection in animals and their 

number differs significantly among species, with no apparent correlation to the overall level 

of body plan sophistication. Opsins classification, interfamily relationships and evolution of 

animal vision have been the studied extensively 30-39. Opsins can be roughly clustered into four 

major groups, namely the ciliary opsins expressed in ciliary photoreceptors (C-type), the 

rhabdomeric opsins expressed in rhabdomeric photoreceptors (R-type), the Group 4 opsins, 

and the Cnidarian opsins. Members of the three major groups were recently identified in the 

European lancelet40, whereas similar studies in the past were focused on the opsin 

complements of the Florida and Chinese lancelets41-43. By using manually curated and 

experimentally confirmed opsin complement of three Branchiostoma species, namely B. 

lanceolatum (Pallas 1774), B. floridae (Hubbs 1922) and B. belcheri (Gray 1847), we have 

identified gene duplication and loss events. Extrapolating from opsin gene family as an 

example, we try to address the question of how transposable elements may have been 

involved in the gene gain/losses and shaping of the Branchiostoma genus genome.  

  

Materials and Methods  

  

Gene Prediction, alignments, synteny and phylogenetic analysis  

We analyzed both available Branchiostoma floridae genome assemblies, i.e. v1.0 through JGI, 

where two haplotypes are present (http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/Brafl1/Brafl1.home.html) and 

v2.0 through NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000003815.1/), from which 

most of the allelic scaffolds have been eliminated and is therefore a non-redundant mosaic of 

v1.0. All previously annotated opsin genes41 were validated through BLAST, Genscan44 and 

SpliceView45 analyses. In order to detect putative opsin homologs that were not previously 

reported, we conducted extensive keyword and BLAST searches. Newly identified opsin 

containing genomic loci were subjected to Genscan and SpliceView for de novo gene 

prediction. In the case of discrepancies between database gene models and our in silico 

analysis, PCR amplification of the "suspicious" regions was performed, followed by cloning and 

sequencing (see paragraph "Cloning and Sequencing of Opsin Gene  
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Fragments/Transcripts"). Additionally, we thoroughly queried the B. belcheriHapV2(v7h2) and 

the v18h27.r3_ref_genome assemblies, available at the Chinese Lancelet (Amphioxus) 

Genome Sequencing project webpage (http://genome.bucm.edu.cn/lancelet/), applying both 

keyword and BLAST searches. In order to investigate the phylogenetic relationships of 

previously annotated and newly identified amphioxus opsins and thus establish orthology of 

opsin genes, a Maximun Likelihood tree was constructed according to Pantzartzi et al.40. The 

same dataset was used and it was enriched with B. floridae and B. belcheri sequences 

(Supplementary File 1, Supplementary Table 1). For each opsin gene, orthologs from the three 

Branchiostoma species were aligned using ClustalO46 and visualized using BoxShade. In the 

case of orthologs absent from one or two species, we used Circoletto47, in order to investigate 

synteny conservation and visualize sequence similarity among syntenic scaffolds from the 

Branchiostoma species. E-value for the BLAST run was set to e-20.  

  

Transposable Elements Analysis  

Genomic scaffolds containing opsins and those expected to contain opsin genes based on 

synteny analyses were screened for repetitive elements using Censor48 in the RepBase 

database49. NCBI Accession numbers for B. floridae scaffolds used are NW_003101565 

(Bf_scaffold6), NW_003101418 (Bf_scaffold_187), NW_003101537 (Bf_scaffold_36), 

NW_003101507 (Bf_scaffold_98) and NW_003101409 (Bf_scaffold_196). The genomic 

regions used were: Bf_scaffold_6: 305,868-729,662 or 305,868-547140 (Comparison of 

Narrow Regions, CNR); Bf_scaffold_187: 4,135,366-4,628,754 or 4,135,366-4,378,895 (CNR); 

Bl_Sc0000005: 5,300,000-7,300,000 or 6,885,201-7,300,000 (CNR); Bb_scaffold48: 1-

2,523,832 or 1,200,000-2,523,832 (CNR); Bf_scaffold_36: 4,567,754-4,488,902, 

Bf_scaffold_98: 4,107,000-4,213,900, Bl_Sc0000154: 143,384-219,100, Bl_Sc0000040: 

850,000-1,050,000, Bb_Sc0000263: 1-200,000; Bb_scaffold123: 447,402-528,601; 

Bf_scaffold_196: 2,792,247-2,817,466, Bl_Sc0000011: 2,118,981-2,146,160; Bb_Sc0000116: 

763,100-794,099.   

  

Animal Collection  

B. floridae embryos were collected in Old Tampa Bay (Florida, USA, no permission required for 

amphioxus collection). Housing of animals and in vivo experiments in the present study were 

performed in accordance with guidelines established by the Institute of Molecular Genetics 

and in compliance with national guidelines (ID#12135/2010-17210). All animal works were 

also conducted according to the National Institute of Health standards as underlined by the 

“Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals“. Gametes were obtained and embryos raised, 

as previously described50. Staging of all collected embryos was performed according to 

Hirakow and Kajita51, specimens from late neurula (N3), larvae (L1-L3) and adult stage were 

collected and frozen in RNAlater® Stabilization Solution (ThermoFisher Scientific), under light 

conditions.   
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RNA Isolation / cDNA Preparation  

Total RNA was isolated from B. floridae embryos stored in RNAlater® Stabilization Solution 

using the Trizol reagent (Ambion). To avoid genomic DNA contamination, isolated RNA was 

treated with DNaseI and purified on RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) column. Random-primed cDNA 

was prepared from 250ng of RNA in a 20 μl reaction using SuperScript VILO cDNA Synthesis kit 

(Invitrogen).  

  

Cloning and Sequencing of Opsin Gene Fragments/Transcripts  

For validation of the in silico predicted gene models, cloning and sequencing of opsin gene 

fragments and complete transcripts from B. floridae was performed, according to Pantzartzi 

et al.40. Primers used are included in Supplementary Table 2.   

  

qRT-PCR  

Primers used are provided in Supplementary Table 2. Experiments and analysis of results were 

performed according to Pantzartzi et al.40. TBP was used as the housekeeping gene. 

  

Results  

Identification, classification and genome organization of opsin genes in the Branchiostoma genus  

We initially performed a thorough comparative analysis of the opsin gene repertoires 

of three cephalochordate species. We used the recently reported genes from B. lanceolatum40 

together with previously reported genes from B. floridae and B. belcheri41-43 many of which 

had to be re-predicted and some were de novo identified in the current study (Supplementary 

Table 1). Final transcripts and encoded proteins for newly characterized and modified opsins 

from B. floridae and B. belcheri as well as details on gene organization and genomic location 

are provided in Supplementary File 1. Orthology of identified genes was validated by synteny 

and phylogenetic analysis (Supplementary Fig. 1).The alignments of orthologs for each opsin 

gene from the three Branchiostoma species are provided in Supplementary File 1. Orthologs 

have the same number of exons; the sole exceptions are op7 and op20. Orthologous exons 

have almost identical size, however, pronounced changes are observed in the size of the last 

exon. Furthermore, there is a great similarity among orthologs in terms of sequence, with the 

Cterminus being the most variable. Evidently, opsin genes are spread over 16 genomic regions 

(scaffolds) in B. floridae and 14 in B. belcheri (Supplementary Fig. 2).Phylogenetic analysis 

(SupplementaryFig.1) in combination with the arrangement of opsin genes in the genomes of 

the three species (Supplementary Fig. 2)supports the fact that the majority of opsin genes are 

represented by an ortholog in all three species (Table 1). This is not the case for op6, op12b, 

op13b, and op17b, which seem to be the result of a gene duplication.   

We further analyzed the opsin expression pattern across different developmental 

stages (Supplementary Fig.3) of B. floridae. Onset of several opsin genes expression starts at 

L1 stage, in which frontal eye and lamellar body (ciliary photoreceptive organs) start to 
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develop. In agreement with B. lanceolatum40, the majority of the B. floridae opsins show most 

predominant expression in L2/3 stages, where all of the known amphioxus photoreceptor 

organs are differentiated. Nevertheless, differences are observed between the two species in 

regard to the onset of expression of op13a. Interestingly, op6, a gene detected only in B. 

floridae, follows a distinct pattern in regard to the other two neuropsins (i.e. op7 and op8), for 

which expression patterns are the same for both B. floridae and B. lanceolatum.  

  

Transposable elements and opsin genes in the Branchiostoma genus  

Differences have been noted among the three Branchiostoma species in regard both 

to the structure and the number of opsin genes (Table 1 and Supplementary File 1). Since 

transposable elements (TEs) have been vastly implicated in gene structure alteration as well 

as gene duplications and losses, we scanned scaffolds containing altered genes against 

RepBase to locate TEs populating these regions; for opsin orthologs that are absent from one 

or two Branchiostoma species (Table 1), we found the syntenic scaffolds and also scanned 

them against RepBase.  

The beginning of forth exon of Bl_op2 is occupied by small repeated sequences, a fact 

that leads to elongation of the third cytoplasmic loop (Supplementary File 1). Noticeably, the 

fifth intron of Bl_op8 highly resembles a satellite locus from Salmo salar (SAT-11_SSa in 

RepBase). In fact, the beginning of the last exon is one of the repeat units. It is also worth 

mentioning that the last exon of Bl_op16 is longer in size than the respective exons from the 

B. floridae and B. belcheri orthologs due to palindromic repeats at its end (Supplementary File 

1). Bl_op16 is flanked by a truncated and a complete copy of the DNA transposon Ginger2-1 

and the non-autonomous DNA transposon Harbinger-N11 (data not shown).  

Comparison of the syntenic scaffolds related to op6 is portrayed in Fig.1. High similarity 

is observed among the genomic regions containing op7 in B. floridae, B. lanceolatum and B. 

belcheri(Fig.1A). Similarity is also observed between the genomic regions flanking op6 in B. 

floridae and B. lanceolatumSc0000005 and B. belcheriscaffold48, however, there are no traces 

of op6 in the other two species. Some of the immediately flanking genes of Bf_op6 have their 

orthologs in B. lanceolatum (only one seems to be eliminated, namely Bf210534), but are 

duplicated in the latter, with more striking example that of Bf73045 (Fig.1B). Duplication of 

other genomic fragments in the region where Bl_op6 was supposed to be is also evident. 

Numerous families of transposable elements and simple repeated sequences of varying size 

(265bp) have been detected within and in the proximity of the duplicated genes and genomic 

fragments in Bl_Sc0000005 (see Supplementary Fig.4A for names of TEs). A similar case of 

duplicated genomic fragments populated by transposable elements is also observed in B. 

belcheri. What is even more appealing is the number and type of transposable elements within 

Bf_op6 and Bf_op7 genes and in their vicinity (Supplementary Fig.4B). No other conservation 

at genomic level is observed between B. floridae scaffolds 6 and 187, apart from the opsin 

genes and various transposable elements, as shown in Supplementary Fig.4B.   

Differences are observed among the three species in regard to op12 and op13 copies 

(Table 1,Fig.2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). In general, these genes exhibit high sequence 

similarity and contain the same number of exons. Size of the exons is almost identical, with a 
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strikingly smaller last exon in Bb_op12b(Supplementary File1). Comparison of scaffolds 

bearing op12a, op12b and op13a from the three species (Fig.2A) shows that there is high 

conservation in opsin genes as well as in their flanking regions. However, no significant 

similarity exists in the intergenic regions of op12a and op13a. Interestingly, opsin genes in B. 

belcheri are flanked by complete copies of DNA transposons (Supplementary Fig.4C). The 

absence of op13bortholog from B. floridae and B. belcheri is evident from the comparison of 

syntenic scaffolds (Fig. 2B). On the other hand, scaffolds containing the B. lanceolatumop13a 

and op13b paralogs (Fig.2C, Supplementary Fig.4C) show a high degree of similarity only in the 

genic regions and their immediate neighborhood which does not extend further in the region 

of Bl_op12a. The region of similarity is bordered by simple repeats as well as complete or 

partial copies of TEs.   

Another example of putative gene duplication and loss event is that of op17a and 

op17b (Fig.3). Using the neighboring genes of Bf_op17a we detected the syntenic scaffold in 

B. belcheri. Comparison of the three scaffolds shows conservation in the flanking regions but 

no traces of a Bb_op17agene. Instead, in the region where Bb_op17a is expected to be, there 

are copies of retrotransposons52 (Supplementary Fig.4D). Bl_op17a and Bl_op17bgenes are as 

well flanked by autonomous and non-autonomous transposons.   

To summarize our previous findings, we could say that independent events of gene 

duplications and losses occurred during the evolution of Branchiostoma opsins (Fig.4A).Taking 

into account the higher similarity between B. lanceolatum and B. belcheri regions, the almost 

identical structure of Bf_op6 and Bf_op7 and the presence of common transposable elements 

within and outside these two genes, we could conclude that op6 is the result of a duplication 

event in B. floridae, after its split from B. lanceolatum. However, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that op6 existed in the common ancestor of the Branchiostoma species and it was 

eliminated in the lineages of B. lanceolatum and B. belcheri. We could also conclude 

thatBb_op12a and Bl_op13a were independently duplicated in B. belcheri and B. lanceolatum. 

Finally, we assume that op17a was lost in B. belcheri and op17b is the result of a gene 

duplication only in B. lanceolatum (Fig.4A). Figure4B outlines what the ancestral state could 

have been for each of the duplicated/lost genes and the putative mechanisms through which 

gene gains and losses took place. Complete and partial copies of TEs identified in the vicinity 

of opsin genes probably served as illegitimate spots for recombination, leading to 

misalignment, unequal crossover and hence duplication of an opsin gene, as in the case of 

op12 and op13, or caused crossing over of the same chromosome, leading to the deletion of 

op17 in B. belcheri.  

  

Discussion  

Cephalochordates are often used as a proxy to the ancestral chordates. This is in large 

part due to the presumed slow evolutionary rate of their genomes. In this study we used the 

Branchiostoma opsin gene family as an example of how TEs can shape cephalochordate 

genomes, by deleting or creating new genes, by altering the number and size of exons or 

influencing their expression patterns. We further reconstructed the evolutionary history of 
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opsin family in the Branchiostoma genus, via comparison of primary sequence, structure and 

expression patterns of opsin genes from three cephalochordate species.  

The species-specific duplicates Bl_op13a and Bl_op13bdiffer in their spatial 

(tissuespecific) but overlap in their temporal expression patterns and are already detected at 

an earlier stage than B. floridae (Pantzartzi et al.40 and SupplementaryFig.3). The first one is 

indicative of subfunctionalization, where the two genes seem to have optimized for specific 

tasks in tissues with different type of photoreceptor cells (ciliary and rhabdomeric), while the 

latter implies that Bl_op13a underwent neofunctionalization, due to which expression is 

triggered at an earlier stage. The relatively large size of the Go group and the retention in the 

genome of the duplicated opsins (Bb_op12b and Bl_op13b) could be an indication of fine 

tuning between these opsins in order for specific photoreception-related tasks to be fulfilled. 

Similarly, retention of Bf_op6and Bf_op7in the genome of B. floridae could be attributed to 

subfunctionalization, since changes are noted in their temporal expression pattern 

(Supplementary Fig. 3B).  

The role of transposable elements (TEs) in shaping the genome and promoting 

evolution has been the focus of many studies, and what was formerly characterized as 

"junk"or "selfish DNA" is gaining more and more value and functional importance53. TEs may 

act in the same or completely different way, depending on selection forces. This is nicely 

exemplified by the ParaHox loci in Ciona, amphioxus and vertebrates54,55. ParaHox cluster in 

Ciona has lost the tight organization present in chordates and this degeneration could be 

attributed to the invasion of TEs in the locus, specifically of MITEs55. On the other hand, even 

though the amphioxus ParaHox cluster was found to be a hotspot for TE insertion, selection 

constraints probably inhibit this disruptive elements from influencing the ParaHox locus54. 

Another example of how TEs may influence the gene structure is that of PRHOXNB gene, for 

which the gain of an intron was reported, in which the miniature inverted-repeat transposable 

element (MITE) LanceletTn-2 was detected56.   

An increase in the number of opsin gene has been previously reported for various 

species, owing either to local gene duplications57 or whole genome duplications58. In some 

cases, the number or structure of opsin genes seems to be shaped under the influence of 

TEs5961. The presence of an incomplete Alu element upstream the human middle wavelength 

sensitive (MW) opsin gene may imply that Alu elements have been involved in the initial gene 

duplication responsible for the MW and long-wavelength sensitive (LW) genes in the Old 

World primates and the high frequency of gene loss and gene duplication within the opsin 

gene array60. It is suggested that unequal crossover is the mechanism through which this 

duplication occurred60. In the swordtail fish, Xiphophorus helleri, one of the four LW copies 

was found to be the result of a retrotransposition event59. On the other hand, the loss of 

function of the Takifugu rubripes RH2-2 gene is reported to follow a transposon-induced 

deletion that truncated the N-terminal of the protein61.  

We have provided information about how TEs might have led to gene duplications and 

losses in the Branchiostoma opsin family, or alterations in the number and size of exons. In 

fact, the Branchiostoma opsin family could serve as an example of how TEs can play an 

important role in the shaping of a gene family and of the genome per se, through gene gain 
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and loss events due to unequal cross-over or moving of genes between different loci in the 

genome (Fig. 5). Moreover, TEs may also lead to neofunctionalization of duplicate genes, 

which typically occurs by the acquisition of new regulatory elements. Overrepresentation of 

transcription factor binding sites is evident for TEs residing in promoter regions of not only 

human genes11, but of amphioxus as well62. Retention of Branchiostoma gene copies in the 

genome and differences in their spatiotemporal expression pattern, together with the 

presence of different types of TEs, could also imply that TEs were not implicated only in the 

birth or death of opsin genes but in their control as well.  
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Figures 

 

Fig.1. Comparison of genomic loci containing or lacking op6 and op7. 

(A) Comparison of the op6containing Bf_scaffold_6 and the op7containing Bf_scaffold_187 

with the Bl_Sc0000005 and the Bb_scaffold48 that apparently contain only op7 and lack op6. 

(B) Comparison of more narrow regions of Bf_scaffold_6 (delimited by arrows in (A)), with 

Bl_Sc0000005 (left) and Bb_scaffold48 (right). A high degree of duplicated regions was 

observed for B. lanceolatum, with the most striking example that of Bf73045 (left). Duplicated 

regions were also observed for B. belcheri(right). Red and black (complete and partial copies 

based on the RepBase database) symbols mark the position of simple tandem repeats and 

various families of Transposable Elements (TEs) (see key legend for explanation and 

Supplementary Fig.4A for TE names). For the sake of clarity, predicted B. floridae gene models 

are listed only in the internal part of the Bf_scaffold_6in (B). Ribbons connecting syntenic 

scaffolds under comparison denote similarity at genomic level.  
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Fig.2. Comparison of genomic loci containing or lacking op12a, op12b, op13a and op13b 

opsins. 

(A) Comparison of Bl_Sc0000154 with Bf_scaffold_36 and Bb_scaffold_23 (B) Comparison of 

B. lanceolatum scaffold containing the op13b gene with the syntenic scaffolds from B. floridae 

(Bf_scaffold_98) and B. belcheri (Bb_Sc0000263). (C): Comparison of B. lanceolatum scaffolds 

bearing opsins op13a (Sc0000154) and op13b (Sc0000040). Red and black (complete and 

partial copies based on the RepBase database) symbols mark the position of simple tandem 

repeats and various families of transposable elements (TEs) (see key legend for explanation 

and Supplementary Fig.4B and C for TE names). Predicted B. floridae gene models are listed in 

the internal part of the scaffolds.   
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Fig.3. Comparison of genomic loci containing or lacking op17a and op17b opsins.  

Comparison of the op17a and op17b containing scaffold from B. lanceolatum with the 

op17acontaining B. floridae scaffold and the syntenic scaffold from B. belcheri that obviously 

lacks both op17a and op17b. A clear conservation of the genomic regions is observed. Red and 

black (complete and partial copies based on the RepBase database) symbols mark the position 

of various families of transposable elements (TE) (see key legend for explanation and 

Supplementary Fig.4D for TE names). Predicted B. floridae gene models are listed in the 

internal part of the scaffolds.   
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Fig.4. Reconstruction of the evolutionary history of opsin family in the Branchiostoma 

genus. 

(A) Schematic representation of gene gains and losses in the lineages of B. lanceolatum, B. 

floridae and B. belcheri. (B) op6 was either lost independently in the lineages of B. lanceolatum 

and B. belcheri or duplicated in B. floridae, due to misalignment and unequal cross-over 

events, where Transposable Elements (TEs) were used as illegitimate recombination hotspots. 

Likewise, Bb_op12b and Bl_op13b were duplicated independently only in the genomes of B. 

belcheri and B. lanceolatum, respectively. Finally, Bl_op17b was duplicated in the genome of 

B. lanceolatum and later was rendered non-functional, whereas recombination over 

transposable elements eliminated Bl_op17a from the B. belcheri genome.  
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Fig.5. Suggested mechanisms for the evolution of a gene family, under the effect of 

Transposable Elements, as exemplified by the opsin family in the Branchiostoma genus  
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Supplementary figures 

 
Supplementary fig.1. Molecular Phylogenetic analysis of opsins by Maximum Likelihood method. 

The evolutionary history of opsin proteins was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method 

based on the Le_Gascuel_2008 model. The tree with the highest log likelihood is shown. Bootstrap 

values are shown (only values>50) either at the nodes or above the branches in the case of non-

expanded subgroups (Neuropsins). A discrete Gamma distribution was used to model evolutionary 

rate differences among sites (2 categories). The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured 

in the number of substitutions per site. The analysis involved 827 amino acid sequences. There were a 

total of 419 positions in the final dataset (third cytoplasmic loop was excluded). 
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7. Discussion 
This PhD. thesis and the scientific papers, it was built upon, are focused on the evolution 

of light reception and photoreceptive organs of amphioxus. Special emphasis was put on 

comparison of amphioxus frontal eye and opsins with their vertebrate counterparts.  

Molecular fingerprint of developing amphioxus frontal eye resembles the fingerprint 

of developing vertebrate retina 

Evolution of the vertebrate eye was always considered as one of the main obstacles for 

accepting Darwin´s theory about evolution by the matter of natural selection. Even Darwin 

admitted, that the vertebrate eye seems to be an organ of extreme perfection and it will be 

difficult to explain its evolution by the means of natural selection62. The problem of explaining 

the evolution of vertebrate eye is even so complicated, that some creationists take it as the 

proof, showing that the whole theory of evolution by the means of natural selection is 

incorrect. Several studies were trying to address this topic, but the main problem always was 

in finding a proper extant model organism to study. 

Amphioxus´ position as the most basally branching chordate, makes it a useful proxy for 

studies dealing with the evolution of vertebrate specific traits. Amphioxus frontal eye is 

formed of only nine pigment cells and six photoreceptors with ciliary morphology in 

a 12.5 days old B. floridae larvae94. Photoreceptor cells are arranged in a single row, which 

means, that amphioxus frontal eye does not have image forming capacity. This makes it the 

simplest cephalic eye among chordates. Even the ocellus of Ciona (belonging to the 

urochordate subphylum) larvae seems to be composed of more photoreceptor cells (about 

30)109. Urochordates´ tadpole-like larvae are similar to larvae of other chordates, but adults 

look very differently, being a vase-like benthic filter feeders. Moreover, urochordates 

genomes belong to one of the fastest evolving genomes among Metazoans110. These raise a 

question about how Ciona larval ocellus can be similar to the eye of a putative chordate 

ancestor. On the other hand, amphioxus body plan and genome evolve slowly106. Its frontal 

eye might, thus, be a reasonable starting point for seeking the ancestral chordate eye status. 

Position and ultrastructure of the amphioxus frontal eye made it rational candidate for 

the homolog of vertebrate lateral eye already in early 1990s94 based on EM analysis, but gene 

expression data were still missing. Studies with some interesting expression data, however, 

followed soon. First of all amphioxus Otx was shown to be expressed in the developing 

cerebral vesicle102. Other clues about the genetic similarity of the program driving the 

development of amphioxus frontal eye and vertebrate eyes came from a study showing the 

expression of Pax6 gene in the anterior part of the cerebral vesicle7. Later, expression of 

amphioxus genes belonging to the Retinal Determination Gene Network (RDGN)111, namely 

Pax2/5/8, Six3/6, Eya and Dach, was detected in the anterior cerebral vesicle46,103.  

The above mentioned studies were, however, done on various developmental stages 

and gene expression patterns were obtained by ISH, which by itself is not able to give precise 

information about single cell expression patterns. We, therefore, focused in our study on 

showing expression of genes important for development of the vertebrate eye on single cell 

resolution in a single developmental stage – 2 days old larvae. In this stage, the frontal eye 
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pigment spot is already present (meaning the cells in frontal eye might be already terminally 

differentiated or finishing their development) and the larvae are small enough to be scanned 

through the whole width of the body on confocal microscope. 

Our results confirmed expression of Pax2/5/8 and Otx proteins in the developing 

pigment cell. This was in agreement with the role of these genes in the developing vertebrate 

retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE). We also showed Mitf expression in the frontal eye 

pigment cell. Mitf was, interestingly, detected also in the developing pigment cell of the 1st 

dorsal ocellus, rhabdomeric photoreceptive organ. Chemical inhibition of melanin synthesis 

proved, that pigment cells in both the frontal eye and the 1st dorsal ocellus contain melanin. 

This means, that amphioxus uses the same pigmentation program in two morphologically and 

genetically distinct photoreceptive organs. 

Next, we detected expression of Otx and Pax4/6 in photoreceptors of developing frontal 

eye. Gene OTX2 is necessary for proper development of vertebrate photoreceptors112. On the 

other hand PAX6 was shown to be involved in the development of retinal progenitors in 

mouse, but does not have a direct effect on photoreceptor development from 

undifferentiated retinal progenitor cells113. Similar is the situation in the development of 

Drosophila photoreceptors, where PAX6 orthologs are necessary for determination of eye 

development, but are not involved in differentiation of photoreceptors from progenitors. Of 

interest is the expression of amphioxus Rx in frontal eye photoreceptors. We were able to 

detect its expression in earlier stages (about 1 day old larvae) by ISH. Amphioxus Rx mRNA 

was detected in very anterior tip of the cerebral vesicle, where photoreceptors would later 

develop. Immunofluorescent staining of 2 days old larvae showed Rx expression only in more 

posteriorly located Row3 and Row4 cells, putative homologs of vertebrate interneurons (this 

will be discussed in detail later in the text). It thus seems, that amphioxus Rx is necessary for 

early specification of photoreceptors and might thus act in parallel to Otx and Pax4/6. OTX 

and PAX4/6 might then be necessary for later development of photoreceptors, e.g. opsin 

expression, while action of Rx would not be required in later stages. Protein alignment and 

function of amphioxus Rx shows, it is probably homologous to vertebrate Rax. In vertebrates 

Rax was also shown to be expressed in developing retinal progenitors and acts upstream of 

Pax6 and Otx114. Slightly confusing is the fact that a gene called C-RX can be found in the mouse 

genome and is also active in eye development. C-RX is, however, necessary only for 

development of photoreceptors and not interneurons and acts in the developing retina 

downstream of PAX6 or OTX2112. Moreover, vertebrate C-RX is more homologous to OTX 

genes. 

While frontal eye photoreceptors seem to be homologous with vertebrate 

photoreceptors, data about putative interneurons in amphioxus frontal eye are ambiguous. 

Our analysis uncovered serotonin positive projections of Row2 cells of frontal eye (neurons 

located just posteriorly to frontal eye photoreceptors) leading to presumptive amphioxus 

tegmentum (visual processing center). Distinct population of amacrine cells in vertebrate 

retina was shown to be serotonin positive 115. This could mean, that Row2 cells serve as 

interneurons homologous to vertebrate ganglion cells (based on termination in tegmentum) 

or amacrine cells (based on serotonin positivity). Previous EM analysis failed to follow Row2 
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projections precisely. Neurites that probably came from Row2 cells, appeared, however, not 

to form synaptic connection with other neurons, but ended with diffuse irregular terminals116. 

Additionally, Row2 processes are lateral, while most ganglion cells send their neurites 

contralaterally116. This seems, nevertheless, necessary mainly for proper spatial vision, which 

could definitely not be achieved by amphioxus frontal eye. Requirement for contralateral 

projections might thus not be essential for amphioxus interneurons. 

Except for the aforementioned serotonin the Row2 cells did not express any of the 

examined genes. On the other hand, other amphioxus putative visual interneurons, Row3 

(located posteriorly to Row2 cells) and Row4 cells (located posteriorly to Row3 cells), were 

Pax4/6 and Rx positive. As mentioned earlier both RAX and PAX6 are necessary for proper 

development of retinal progenitors that give rise also to interneurons in the mouse. Besides 

this fact, two other arguments support the hypothesis that Row3 and Row4 cells might be 

putative homologs of vertebrate interneurons: 1. We documented glutamate positivity for 

both Row3 and Row4 cells54. In vertebrate retina, glutamate positivity was shown for bipolar 

and ganglion cells. 2. Row4 cells send contralateral processes116, which is typical for ganglion 

cells. All presented results are, nevertheless, not sufficient for final decision of whether Row2, 

Row3 or Row4 cells serve as interneurons in amphioxus and which of the interneuron 

population they are homologous to.  

The results of our as well as other studies, about the molecular fingerprint of amphioxus 

frontal eye pigment cell, photoreceptors and putative interneurons and their comparison with 

vertebrate counterparts are summarized in Fig.8. In total, it seems, that homology between 

amphioxus pigment cell and vertebrate RPE, and homology between amphioxus frontal eye 

photoreceptors and vertebrate retinal photoreceptors stands on solid grounds. Prof. Lacalli, 

who provided thorough EM analysis of amphioxus cerebral vesicle in early 1990s and since 

then follows all new data about amphioxus CNS94,116, stated in his comment on our work: 

“There is still a big evolutionary gap to bridge between this tiny eye (of amphioxus – note of 

the author of this thesis), lacking image forming capabilities, and vertebrate eyes, but at least 

that bridge is now firmly anchored at both ends.”65 What remains to be addressed is the 

identity of amphioxus interneurons. It will be worth focusing in the future research on the 

expression of amphioxus orthologs of other genes, known to be involved in the development 

of vertebrate interneurons. This goal is, however, quite tempting. Preparation of antibodies 

directed against chosen proteins is not difficult, as we have shown in our study117. The whole 

problem of deciphering the expression profile of Row2-4 cells in amphioxus, yet, stands on 

the assumption, that the set of genes necessary for development of retinal interneurons, 

would be at least in part ancestral to all chordates. Here might come the problem with the 

obvious simplicity of amphioxus frontal eye when compared with eyes of other extant 

chordates. Amphioxus frontal eye seems to be necessary only for providing information about 

presence or absence of light. Stimuli from amphioxus frontal eye might easily be transmitted 

through Rox2 cells, even if they would lack synapses, to putative tegmentum. The signal from 

Row2 cells to processing neurons in tegmentum might be transmitted, for example, by using 

non-synaptic connections similar to previously identified the so called juxta-reticular junctions 

in some parts of amphioxus cerebral vesicle118,119. This type of neuronal connection lacks 
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synaptic vesicles and yet seems to be working. This is, however, pure speculation and more 

data will be necessary to solve this issue. 

 

 

Fig.8 Schematic comparison of molecular fingerprint of amphioxus frontal eye and 

vertebrate retina (adapted from Pergner and Kozmik54) 

Proposed homologies between particular cell types in the amphioxus frontal eye and 

vertebrate retina are shown. For specification genes, only homeobox transcription factors are 

shown (only exception is Mitf, a member of basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors). 

Expression data for other than homeobox transcription factors in amphioxus frontal eye are 

missing in the literature. For proposed homologies between putative interneurons in 

amphioxus and vertebrate interneurons, data from EM analysis were also taken into account. 

Data for expression of amphioxus genes were taken from Kozmik, et al.46, Kozmik, et al.103 and 

Vopalensky, et al.59. EM data were taken from Lacalli116. Data for molecular fingerprint of 

vertebrate retinal cell types were taken from Bassett and Wallace120, Kolb115 and Swaroop, et 

al.121. GNAI and GNAT is alternative designation of Gαi and Gαt respectively. 
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Neural circuitry of amphioxus frontal eye probably represents ancestral chordate state 

Despite the difficulties in finding the homology between the amphioxus frontal eye 

neurons and vertebrate retinal interneurons, our data opened a discussion about how the 

ancestral chordate visual circuitry looked like and what the vertebrate novelties in 

transmitting and processing visual inputs are. Our results showing the terminals of Row2 cells 

leading to putative amphioxus tegmentum (visual processing center), were later confirmed 

also by Candiani, et al.105. In 2015 Suzuki, et al.122 compared the visual circuitry of larval and 

adult lamprey with visual circuitry of B. lanceolatum. Eyes of the larval lamprey are relatively 

simple, with only bi-layered retina and miss lens, being instead covered with translucent skin. 

During metamorphosis the eyes changed in the way, they resemble eyes of other vertebrates 

in having transparent lens and three neuronal layers in the retina. These changes influence 

also projecting neurons. In the larval lamprey the visual projecting neurons terminate in 

the Pax6 positive pretectal part of the brain. In adult lamprey, new visual projecting neurons 

develop, terminating in Pax2 and Engrailed (En) positive mesencephalon. Suzuki, et al.122 

proposed an evolutionary scenario, saying that development of photoreceptors in Otx and 

Pax6 positive brain region (in amphioxus and both larval and adult lamprey) and projections 

leading to Pax6 positive prosencephalic part of the brain (in amphioxus and lamprey larva) 

would represent ancestral chordate trait. The situation found in adult lamprey, projecting 

neurons terminating in mesencephalic tegmentum, would represent a vertebrate specific 

character. Recent study by Albuixech-Crespo, et al.39, however, negated this hypothesis. The 

authors showed, that amphioxus cerebral vesicle does not evince only prosencephalic like 

characteristics (more specifically diencephalic), but also mesencephalic characters with hardly 

distinguishable borders. In this case, Row2 neurites would end in the mesencephalic part of 

the amphioxus cerebral vesicle, similarly as projecting neurons in adult lamprey. We took the 

analysis by Albuixech-Crespo, et al.39 into account and added our proposition that this circuitry 

would represent the ancestral chordate state and situation found in larval lamprey would be 

an example of non-differentiated state54. Both scenarios are compared in Fig.9. The scenario 

by Albuixech-Crespo, et al.39 seems to be more probable, mainly because of the depth of the 

analysis and amount of data collected. One must admit, that their thorough analysis was done 

only on one chosen developmental stage (late neurula) and may not cover changes that could 

occur in cerebral vesicle during later development and transition from neurula to larva. Yet, 

their scenario is also in concordance with the hypothesis raised by Holland47 about existence 

of simple brain organizing centers in the amphioxus cerebral vesicle and thus arguing for the 

presence of prosencephalic and mesencephalic parts of cerebral vesicle (this was mentioned 

already in section 3.2.1 and shown in Fig.3 of this thesis). 
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Fig.9 Hypotheses about evolution of ancestral visual circuitry (taken from Pergner and 

Kozmik54) 

In amphioxus, photoreceptors develop in Otx and Pax6 positive region and putative visual 

projecting neurons terminate in Pax6 positive region. In the larval lamprey the situation is 

similar as in amphioxus with photoreceptors arising in Otx and Pax6 positive region and optic 

nerve processes terminating in Pax6 positive brain region. On the other hand, in the adult 

lamprey optic nerve ends in mesencephalic region defined by expression of Pax2 and En. 

According to scenario proposed by Suzuki, et al.122 ancestral chordate visual circuitry is the one 

where visual projecting neurons send their processes to Pax6 positive region of 

prosencephalon. This hyphothesis was built upon assumption that amphioxus cerebral vesicle 

is homologous to vertebrate prosencephalon and does not have mesencephalic character. 

More recent scenario by Albuixech-Crespo, et al.39 takes into account data showing, that 

amphioxus cerebral vesicle evince characters of pros- and mesencephalon with hardly 

distinguishable borders. Based on these results the authors proposed that amphioxus visual 

circuitry might be similar to that of vertebrates, beginning with photoreceptors in 

prosencephalic part of the brain and terminating in mesencephalon. We accepted54 this 

scenario in our work and added the suggestion that this circuitry might thus be ancestral to all 

chordates and circuitry of larval lamprey represents a not terminally differentiated state. 

 

Vertebrate phototransduction cascade – variation on ancestral chordate themes 

Our results uncovered expression of two distinct c-type opsins in amphioxus frontal eye 

photoreceptor cells59. Next, we detected expression of Gαi, but not Gαo nor Gαq in the frontal 

eye photoreceptors59. Given that gene for transducing Gαt arose via tandem duplication of Gαi 

gene after split of cephalochordate (or maybe even urochordate) and vertebrate lineage81,82, 

this gave some clues about ancestral chordate phototransduction cascade in visual ciliary 

photoreceptors. Lamb and Hunt82 came up with a hypothesis on how phototransduction 

cascade in amphioxus might look like. This cascade starts with a c-type opsin and continues 
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through activation of Gαi. This part is based on experimental data. Next steps are just 

hypothetical. Gαi would inhibit adenylate cyclase, which would result, together with constant 

action of phosphodiesterase, in decrease of intracellular cAMP, closure of CNG channels and 

probably end in cell hyperpolarization. Vertebrate phototransduction cascade starts with 

a c-type opsin and Gαt activation. Next, phosphodiesterase is activated, leading to decrease of 

cGMP levels and closure of CNG channels, resulting in cell hyperpolarization (both cascades 

are compare in Fig.10). Whether the amphioxus phototransduction cascade works as 

proposed and what the benefits of vertebrate specific phototransduction cascade are, needs 

to be determined. We assume, that we could gain some information from checking the 

coupling between amphioxus c-opsins and Gαi by the use of the modified cell-line based assay 

from our study about T. cystophora opsins123.  

 

Fig.10 Comparison of the phototransduction cascade in ciliary photoreceptors of 

vertebrates and amphioxus (taken from Pergner and Kozmik54) 

A – Phototransduction cascade in vertebrate ciliary photoreceptors. After excitation, the opsin 

activates Gαt (transducin). Next, phosphodiesterase is activated, which results in decrease of 

intracellular levels of cGMP, despite constant activity of guanylate cyclase. Due to the decrease 

of cGMP level, CNG channels are closed, which leads to photoreceptor hyperpolarization. 

B – Proposed phototransduction cascade in amphioxus frontal eye photoreceptors. So far only 

presence of a c-type opsin and Gαi was shown in amphioxus. The rest of the proposed cascade 

is just speculation. After stimulation, the opsins activates Gαi. Gαi inhibits adenylate cyclase, 

which leads, together with constant activity of phosphodiesterase, to intracellular cAMP 

decrease. Next, CNG channels are closed which results in cell hyperpolarization. This was 

proposed by Lamb and Hunt82. 
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Amphioxus opsins – cornerstones for studies of vertebrate-specific opsin adaptations 

Marine animals usually have in their genome and express more opsin genes than 

terrestrial ones88,123,124. This is probably caused by the need of light responses in various 

conditions, mostly different depths, which results in rapid changes in light intensities. 

Amphioxus is not an exception to this rule. We have documented both redundancy and 

specificity in the use of opsins in different developmental stages and tissues of amphioxus. 

Our results imply, that amphioxus needs light stimuli for various physiological processes and 

not only for vision and regulation of circadian rhythms.  

We identified 21 opsin genes plus one opsin pseudogene in the genome of 

B. lanceolatum and have corrected previous prediction of opsin genes in B. floridae to 21 

functional opsin genes. In our studies we also documented expansion of some opsin groups in 

the genomes of three amphioxus species, namely B. floridae, B. lanceolatum and B. belcheri. 

Most notable was the expansion of Amphiop6 and Go opsins. The role of these opsins in 

amphioxus light-guided behavior remains to be examined. Some clues about the utilization of 

Go opsins for fine spectral tuning of photoreceptors came recently from the annelid 

Platynereis dumerilii125. Appart from the r-type opsins, one Go opsin was shown to be also 

expressed in Platynereis visual rhabdomeric photoreceptors. The authors showed, that 

animals with knocked-out Go opsin had reduced phototaxis to source of cyan light, which 

might be necessary, for example, for diurnal migration of Platynereis larvae125. Performing 

knock-outs in amphioxus is however still difficult and performing such complicated study will 

be challenging.  

Previous studies showed that amphioxus opsins might be crucial for understanding the 

evolution of specific biochemical properties of vertebrate opsins93,126,127. Main focus was put 

mainly on switch of counterion position from E181 to E113. This switch seems to be a key 

event in the evolution of vertebrate opsins properties. The vertebrate opsins with counterion 

E113 are up to 50 times more efficient in activating the downstream signaling cascade than 

other opsins with counterion E181126. Opsins with counterion E113 also evince significant 

decrease of noise activity in dark. Additionally, loss of restriction on maintaining glutamate at 

position 181 enabled the switch to H181 and thus enabled the evolution of a red-sensitive 

opsin. All these facts were shown by mutational studies of the amphioxus, tunicate and 

vertebrate opsins126,127 (results of both studies are summarized in Fig.10). The study in 

amphioxus was, however, done in 2004 and no amphioxus opsin with E or D at position 113 

was then taken into account. Our data show, that several amphioxus opsin have D/E113 and 

most of them have D/E83 in their sequence. Whether these act as counterions needs to be 

addressed. Moreover amphioxus opsins were shown to be able to bind not only 11-cis-retinal, 

but also all-trans retinal128. Vertebrate opsins show negligible binding affinity to all-trans 

retinal and higher affinity to 11-cis retinal, which results in easier and faster recovery of the 

opsin after light stimulation128. Again this study was done before identification of more 

amphioxus opsins and mainly identification of other amphioxus c-type opsins might be 

jumping-off point for studies showing, whether this is really a vertebrate specific novelty. 
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Fig.10 Gain of new properties of vertebrate opsins by switching of counterion position 
(taken from Pergner and Kozmik54) 
Proposed scenario for evolution of counterion position is shown. In most of the so far explored 
opsins, E181 serves as the counterion. In vertebrate c-type opsins, E113 serves as 
the counterion. This means, that ancestral opsin probably possessed counterion at position 
E181. Recently it was shown, that E113 and E181 serve as synergistically acting counterions in 
Ciona opsin. This is in agreement with proposed evolutionary scenario – first E appeared at 
position 113 in olfactores´ (urochordates and vertebrates) ancestor opsins. Then a switch of 
counterion from E181 to E113 appeared. Lost constrains on aa present at position 181 led to 
change to histidine (H) and enabled a red-shift of vertebrate opsin sensitivity.  
Scheme adapted from Terakita, et al.129 with addition of data from Kojima, et al.127 

Of special interest might be the tripeptide variability of amphioxus opsins. Our analysis 

showed minor variation in tripeptide motif between more opsins of the same group, for 

example N (S/N/K) Q motif found in four amphioxus c-type opsins. On the other hand 

amphioxus Go opsins are highly variable in regard to their tripeptide sequence, having SEV, 

HKK, NQR, SKA or NSK tripeptides. What is the functional consequence of this variability needs 

to be addressed. Our data on Tripedalia opsins showed, that tripeptide sequence might not 

be crucial for opsin Gα subunit coupling (as in bovine rhodopsin), but rather might influence 

duration and intensity of opsin´s response to stimulation.  
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8. Conclusions 
In this thesis I presented data on the photoreception and photoreceptive organs in the 

basal chordate amphioxus. Our investigations took advantage of a broad palette of 

methodological approaches used in our lab and other laboratories at the Institute of 

Molecular Genetics in Prague, as well as the possibility of working with live amphioxus in the 

laboratory at the Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls sur mer. We were thus able to 

perform comprehensive analyses of various aspects of amphioxus photoreceptive organs and 

proteins involved in phototransduction cascade. The results can be summarized in several 

points: 

 We were able to define the molecular fingerprint of developing amphioxus frontal eye. 

We showed that orthologs of genes involved in the development of vertebrate 

photoreceptors and RPE are also utilized for the development of amphioxus frontal eye. 

Moreover amphioxus frontal eye photoreceptors use similar, but not exactly the same, 

phototransduction cascade as photoreceptors in vertebrate eye. The difference can be 

explained by the need of additional improvement of ancestral chordate photoreceptors 

to be able to provide faster and more precise responses to light stimulation. This was 

enabled by the appearance of new Gα subunit of trimeric G proteins, the so called 

transducing, in the lineage leading to vertebrates. Presented data strengthen previously 

proposed homology between amphioxus cephalic visual organ, the frontal eye, and 

vertebrate lateral eye. 

 

 We presented the advantages of the use of “home-made” antibodies raised specifically 

against proteins of a non-model organism, in evo-devo studies. We expect that our data 

will be jumping-off point for broadening the methodological toolkit  

 

 We published the complete opsin repertoires of two amphioxus species B. floridae and 

B. lanceolatum. Amphioxus genome contains a large number of opsins, as is usual for 

marine organisms. Our expression analysis showed, that the opsins may be utilized for 

various functions, since some evinced for example highest expression rate in gonads and 

others in tissues around mouth or in tail fin, where no presence of photoreceptive cells 

was previously documented. 

 

 We have used a cell-line based assay to document the biochemical properties of 

cnidarian opsins. We uncovered two opsins that signal via a Gαs-cAMP signaling cascade. 

Moreover we documented, for the first time, utilization of this cascade for vision guided 

behavior. Our assay can be modified to provide information about opsin coupling to 

other Gα subunits. This would allow checking of biochemical properties of more opsins 

in one standardized procedure. 
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